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Abstract 
 
This work deals with verbonominal predications. It compares the frameworks of the 

phenomenon in English and in Czech. Furthermore, it examines the types and distribution 

of Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications. The comparative analyses are 

based on the excerpts from authentic literary texts of both English and Czech origins and 

their respective translations.  

The results confirmed the wider usage of verbonominal predications in English and 

revealed the most frequent types of Czech counterparts. Moreover, they pointed to the 

interference of English verbonominal predications in Czech structures. The distinct 

distribution of verbonominal predications in English and in Czech supports the English 

nominal tendencies against the more verbal character of Czech.  

 

Key words: verbonominal predication, copular verb, nominal part of predicate, 

predication qualifying, identifying, predication of the object type, verbal predication, non-

verbal structure, semantic vagueness of the verb, semantic gist of the sentence, 

complementation, interference.  



 

Abstrakt 
 
Tato práce se zabývá verbonominálními predikacemi. Porovnává pojetí daného jevu 

mezi angli�tinou a �eštinou. Dále zkoumá typy a výskyt �eských prot�jšk� anglické 

verbonominální predikace. Zkoumání této problematiky vychází z komparativních analýz 

excerpt, která byla získána z autentických um�leckých d�l �eského i anglického p�vodu a z 

jejich p�eklad� do �eštiny �i angli�tiny. 

Výsledky potvrdily �ast�jší užívání verbonominálních predikací v angli�tin� a 

odhalily nejb�žn�jší typy �eských prot�jšk�. Poukázaly také na interferenci anglických 

verbonominálních predikací p�i p�evodu do �eštiny. Rozdílný výskyt verbonominálních 

predikací v angli�tin� a v �eštin� dokazuje nominální tendence angli�tiny oproti 

slovesn�jšímu charakteru �eštiny. 

 

Klí�ová slova: verbonominální predikace, sponové sloveso, jmenná �ást predikátu, 

predikace kvalifikující, identifikující, predikace s dopln�ním objektovým, verbální 

predikace, neslovesná vazba, neur�itost významu slovesa, sémantické jádro v�ty, dopln�ní 

slovesa, interference. 
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1 Introduction 

My decision to attempt an analysis of verbonominal predications was stimulated by 

the problems we encountered in the seminars on translation. We were faced with many 

cases in which the English verbonominal predication could not be translated into Czech in 

the same way. Consequently, it seemed that there is not much regularity in the translation 

of English verbonominal predications and that many cases require special attention. 

The difference between English and Czech verbonominal predications is usually 

mentioned in the Czech comparative studies of English, such as in the grammar by 

Dušková Mluvnice Sou�asné angli�tiny na pozadí �eštiny (1988) or in Vachek’s A 

Linguistic Characterology of Modern English (1990).  

However, there are not many studies concentrated particularly on verbonominal 

predications and as far as I am informed, there has been no contrastive work devoted to the 

difference between English and Czech verbonominal predications. 

Therefore, I wanted to get a closer look at the matter. My intention was to improve 

my linguistic knowledge and to apply it in the analysis of the authentic texts. However, my 

secondary goal was to gain some experience concerning the comparison of the original 

texts and their translations.  

My research is based on a corpus of samples taken from both English and Czech 

original texts and their respective translations. The work is inspired by linguistic and 

translation studies. This discipline does not have a long tradition not only in the Czech 

Republic, but also worldwide.  

The pioneer study dealing with translations from the theoretical point of view was 

the work by Vinay and Darbelnet (1958), in which they compared the linguistic aspects 

between English and French. 

The breakthrough came only in the 1970s, especially with the works by Nida 

(1974). He and his successors attempted to show the connection between linguistic theory 

and applied linguistics and to point to the advantages resulting from the mutual 

cooperation of these two linguistic branches. In fact, while linguistic theory provides 

information about the “langue”, translation studies as a part of applied linguistics supplies 

with authentic material from the “parole”.  

One of the first Czech linguists dealing with translation studies was Levý. 
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Nowadays, the leading persons are Knittlová, Dušková and Klégr. The works by Klégr, 

based on the contrastive approach, examine English word classes and their Czech 

counterparts. His recent study The Noun in Translation, A Czech-English Contrastive 

Study (1995) analyzes English counterparts to Czech nouns. The way he carried out the 

research was a valuable source of inspiration for my work.  
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2 Verbonominal predication 

As opposed to verbal predication, in which the predicate is expressed by a lexical 

verb, verbonominal predication is composed of two parts. The formal part expresses 

grammatical categories, while the semantic part conveys the lexical meaning of the 

predication.  

The former is expressed by a copular verb, the latter by a nominal part. The copular 

verb is a verb that is semantically vague, devoid of meaning. The nominal part is realized 

by means of various word classes, most frequently by adjectives and nouns, and it carries 

the gist of semantic information of the predication.  

The semantic function of verbonominal predication is to give information about the 

subject or to express the relations between the subject and the nominal part (Dušková 

1988: 408). This function is conveyed by the nominal part.  Thus, the syntactic function of 

the nominal part is either attributive or appositional, according to the syntactic relation 

between the nominal part and the subject. The copular verb is just a link between the 

subject and the nominal part. 

Nevertheless, the criteria for English and Czech copular verbs are not uniform. 

Therefore, Czech copular verbs are more limited in number, whereas there is a large set of 

verbs that function as copulas in English. Obviously, the frameworks of verbonominal 

predications are determined by the criteria for copular verbs, which implies a discrepancy 

between the Czech and the English frameworks. They will be both dealt with in the 

following parts.  

 

A brief remark on terminology. While Dušková (Dušková 1988: 408) uses the 

terms of copular verb and nominal part of predicate, Quirk et al. (Quirk et al.: 1985: 54) 

refer to the former as intensive or copular verb and the latter subject complement, or just 

complement. In our work we will stick to the first option and apply it in both English and 

Czech frameworks. The whole structure will be referred to as verbonominal predication. 

Furthermore, the Czech framework uses some terms that do not exist in the English 

one. In these cases the Czech term was translated into English and both this translation and 

its Czech version appeared in the text. Moreover, all these terms can be found in the 

glossary in the appendix. 
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2.1 Verbonominal predication in Czech 

The category of copular verbs in Czech is traditionally comprised of the verbs být, 

stát se and their complementary aspectual pairs (bývat, stávat se) (Dušková 2005: 253). 

�echová et al. include also verbs z�stat, zdát se, mít, though she mentions that these verbs 

are primarily lexical and occur as copular only exceptionally1 (�echová et al. 2000: 288). 

The prototypical copular verb is the verb být. Its frequency outnumbers the other copular 

verbs, especially the last three mentioned by �echová et al.  

Copular verbs are partly or fully devoid of lexical meaning. Their function in the 

sentence is mainly grammatical; they indicate verbal categories (person, number, tense, 

mode, voice and aspect).  

All these verbs occur also in verbal predications, they are thus homonymous with 

lexical verbs. The verb být in its full meaning denotes existovat and is classified as lexical. 

Moreover, it can also function as “pro- verb” (zástupné sloveso) (ibid: 288).  

Pro- verbs (1) can be replaced by a verb with full lexical meaning, which would add 

some specific information about the action. For this reason they can be considered 

marginal cases of lexical verbs.  

(1) Otec je na zahrad�. (~sedí; pracuje,…) (ibid: 288) 

Copulas can be modified by modal or inchoative verbs. Altogether they form a 

complex predicate, with a modal or inchoative verb in the finite form, followed by a 

copular verb in the infinitive (2).  

(2) Káva musí být horká. 

 

Nominal part of predicate (i.e. non-verbal part of verbonominal predication) can be 

expressed by different word classes. Most frequently it is by syntactic noun, which 

includes nouns, numerals or pronouns. They occur prototypically in the nominative or the 

instrumental case. The genitive case can be also used, but this structure is considered 

obsolete. 
                                                 

1 For example, the verb mít is classified as copula only when it is semantically vague and can be  
replaced by the copula být. 
 Karel má už po dovolené. A máme po legraci. (�echová et al. 2000: 288) 
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The nominative case is stylistically more neutral. The nominal part of predicate in 

the nominative classifies an entity expressed by the subject into a group of one or more 

members (3).  

(3) Moje sestra je u�itelka. 

According to Grepl et al., there is a special structure that is not classified as 

verbonominal. In particular, it is the identifying type of predication (4). The subject and the 

nominal part refer both to the same entity, the former by a demonstrative pronoun, the 

latter by a noun. The verb být is considered lexical, denoting the meaning of identification 

(Grepl et al. 1995: 402-403). 

(4) Tamta hora // To je �íp.  

Nevertheless, other grammars do not mention this exclusion from verbonominal 

predications. Therefore, we will not follow the above mentioned concept, mainly for 

practical reasons. As identifying predications occur also in English, (cf. 2.2.2, c), the 

analysis will be more convincing if we use the same classification for both English and 

Czech structures. 

The instrumental case is also used to classify the subject into a group. However, the 

group implies temporal and less formal character (5), whereas the nominative denotes 

more constant and formal classification. 

(5) Otec je zahradníkem. 

Apparently, the instrumental has a grammatical ending which makes it formally 

distinct from the nominative. As there is no distinct position for the subject in the Czech 

clause, the subject can be confused with the nominal part if they are both in the 

nominative. The usage of the instrumental case makes this confusion impossible. For these 

reasons it is preferred in the language of science (6) or the language of legal documents.  

(6) Výhodou nového postupu je úspora materiálu. 

Another word class that occurs in the nominal part is syntactic adjective. It can 

also be either in the nominative or in the instrumental. The latter denotes change of state 

and thus it is used frequently with the copula stát se (7). 

(7) Situace se stávala nep�ehlednou. 
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Adjectives that are not deverbative occur mainly in “compound/long forms” 

(složené/dlouhé tvary). Nominal/short forms (jmenné/krátké tvary) are used rather rarely. 

They are typical of formal or literary style (8) and as parts of lexical collocations (9). Only 

masculine forms are still in use, feminine and neutral are considered obsolete (�echová et 

al. 2000: 289). 

(8) Byl ješt� mladý. x Byl ješt� mlád.  

(9) Bu� zdráv!; Bu�te tak laskav. 

Infinitive also occurs in the nominal part of predicate. It is used especially in 

subjectless clauses. The infinitive is followed by verb of perception and the structure 

denotes epistemic modality, in particular possibility with general agent (10, 11).  

(10) Je cítit v�ni. 

(11) Vojáci byli vid�t všude. 

Nominal part can be also realized by syntactic adverbial. Some adverbs in this 

syntactic function have a distinct form. They have an –o ending, as opposed to –� ending 

which is prototypical in the syntactic function of adverbials. Adverbs in function of 

nominal part are called “predicatives” (predikativa).  

Verbonominal predications with adverbs in the nominal part occur frequently in 

subjectless clauses. They express physical or emotional state of the subject (13) or outer 

circumstances (14).  

(13) Je mi smutno. 

(14) Venku je chladno.  

Finally, nominal part can be also represented by a subordinate clause. In particular, 

it is a predicative clause (vedlejší v�ta p�ísudková) (Dušková 1995: 99). Subject and 

copular verb are parts of the matrix clause, while the nominal part of predicate is expressed 

by the whole subordinate clause. These structures denote an indirect relation of the subject 

to its nominal part, such as comparison (15). 

(15) Obloha byla, jako by ji vymetl. 
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Frequently, the matrix clause is subjectless. Such structures express frequently 

subjective state (16), outer circumstances (17) or modality2 (18). 

(16) Bylo mu, jako by v sob� jaro cítil. 

(17) Bylo tak, jako by m�la p�ijít bou�ka.  

(18) Je nutno, abychom mu zajistili nocleh. 

There is a special case of the content clause which functions as the nominal part of 

predicate. It is a cleft sentence (vytýkací d�razový opis). Subject and copular verb are in the 

matrix clause, while the nominal part of predication is expressed by a relative clause. The 

purpose of such structure is to put an item in contrastive focus. In particular, it is the 

subject that is emphasized, while the nominal part (expressed by the relative clause) gives 

some information about the subject.  

The position of the subordinate clause can be both before and after the matrix 

clause. The latter option is more frequent (19). 

(19) Bylo to zvlášt� Goyovo grafické dílo, co založilo jeho evropskou proslulost. 

Czech cleft sentences are used especially in spoken language. In contrast, written 

medium prefers changes in word order for this purpose. The latter option is also more 

neutral, while the former is characteristic for emotionally marked utterances. As put by 

Šmilauer, “this structure is marked and it should be used with caution.” (Šmilauer 1966: 

155) 

2.1.1 Semantic classification of verbonominal predication 

Grepl and Karlík distinguish two types of verbonominal predications from the 

semantic point of view (Grepl; Karlík 1986: 249 – 251). 

                                                 
2 One more note on modal predicatives. They express epistemic modality. Though their formal structure is 
similar to adverbs, they are parallel to modal adjectives. In fact, they can be interchanged with modal 
adjectives. However, the structure with this adjective has a different syntactic classification, the adjective 
itself is the nominal part of predicate and the following subordinate clause is the nominal content clause of 
subject (vedlejší v�ta podm�tná). (�echová et al. 1996: 298)  
On the contrary, modal predicative is considered part of the copular verb, and the nominal part of predicate is 
realized by the following subordinate clause.  
 Je nutno, abychom zajistili nocleh. – modal predicative and nominal content clause of predicate 
 X Je nutné, abychom zajistili nocleh. – modal adjective and nominal content clause of subject 
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a) Qualifying predication (p�ísudek s významem kvalifikace) 

The nominal part of predicate either describes a quality of the subject or classifies it 

into a category (20). Moreover, the structure expresses typically an evaluative meaning. 

The referent of the subject is either singulative or generic.  

(20) Petr je u�itel. 

Qualifying predications also refer to actions and states. In this case the subject is 

prototypically expressed by a subordinate clause with conjunction (vedlejší v�ta spojková) 

(21). There is a special subtype which denotes epistemic modality (22). It contains the 

copula být and modal predicative or adjective in the matrix clause, while the subject is 

expressed by the following subordinate clause or infinitive structure.  

(21) Je správné, když se o to zajímáš. 

(22) Je t�eba, abychom se neustále u�ili. 

  

b) Static predication (p�ísudek s významem stavu) 

This type of predication refers to physical or emotional state of a human being or to 

the outer circumstances. The nominal part is prototypically realized by an adverb 

expressing state. These adverbs are called predicatives (predikativa). They cannot be used 

in two-element clauses, as their valency requires subjectless structure (ibid: 250).  

Static predications can be further subdivided according to the semantic role of the 

predicatives. They may express atmospheric states (je ošklivo; je po bou�ce), outer 

circumstances (je tam �isto; je tam hlu�no), psychosomatic conditions (je mi smutno; je mu 

p�íjemn�), temporal conditions (byla st�eda, jsou Vánoce) or predicatives of locations 

(predikáty stav� místních – Do Prahy je daleko.) 

2.2 Verbonominal predication in English 

English verbonominal predication has the same structure as the Czech one. It is 

composed of a copular verb and a nominal part. Like in Czech, the most frequent copular 

verb in English is the verb be. As Quirk et al. say, it is “overwhelmingly the most 

common…” (Quirk et al. 1985: 1174).  
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The nominal part can be expressed by means of adjectives, nouns, infinitives, 

content clauses and gerunds.  

2.2.1 Classification of copular verbs  

The prototypical copular verb is the verb be. However, apart from this one, there 

are many other verbs functioning as copulas. They can be divided into two categories.  

Verbs of the first category denote states or relations; verbs of the second category express 

changes of state. Dušková calls the former group “verbs of the type be” and the latter 

“verbs of the type become” (Dušková 1988: 413). Based on the same criterion, Quirk et al. 

speak of “current” and “resulting” copulas (Quirk et al. 1985: 1171).  

Copular verbs will be classified into groups and subgroups according to Dušková 

(Dušková 1988: 413). 

a) Verbs of the type be  

Verbs of the type be are usually stative and they cannot co-occur with the 

progressive aspect. They describe the relation between the subject and the nominal part. 

There is a wide range of verbs in this category. All of them can be paraphrased by 

means of the copula be. The transformed sentence is nearly equivalent to the original one, 

but obviously it lacks the semantic information of the particular verb.  

Most verbs from this group occur also as lexical. In this function they do not 

require any complementation and they are part of verbal predication. The meaning of 

lexical verb is sometimes different from the homonymous copular verb. The only verb that 

occurs exclusively in function of copula is the verb seem. 

Verbs of the type be are further classified according to their lexical meaning. 

 

• Verbs of perception (look, smell, taste, sound, feel)3 

Predications with verbs of perception can be easily paraphrased by the copular verb 

be. The difference between these two structures is that the paraphrased one excludes the 

experiencer of the state (23). 

                                                 
3 Instances with the animate subject that denotes the agens of the action do not count in this category. In these 
cases verbs of perception are lexical, and the predication thus verbal.  

He tasted the meal. 
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The nominal part of predication with verb of perception is expressed by an 

adjective or a noun and it ascribes a quality to the subject. 

(23) The meal tasted delicious. (We tasted the meal and it was delicious.) 

There are also other verbs that can be classified under this type of predication (24). 

They are prototypically lexical, but in this function they are semantically vague and they 

can be also replaced by the copula be. The nominal part implies attributive relation to the 

subject. 

(24) The wine drank flat.  
 Víno bylo vyv�tralé. (ibid: 414) 

• Factitive verbs (seem, appear, prove, turn out) 

Verbs of this group express the attitude towards the feasibility of the action, i.e. of 

the attributive relation (25). In particular, seem and appear view the relation as possible, 

while prove and turn out confirm its validity. All of them can be replaced by the copula be, 

at the expense of the inherent semantic components of the verb.  

(25) Our effort seemed useless, but in fact it was not. 

• Verbs expressing the duration of the state (setrvání ve stavu) (remain, stay, 

keep, continue, stand, rest) 

The semantic components of these verbs give information about the duration of 

some state (26). Even these verbs can be replaced by the copula be.  

(26) Keep quiet! 

All of the verbs occur also as lexical in verbal predications. In this function they 

require other type of complementation or they are intransitive (e.g. stand).    

 b) Verbs of the type become (turn, grow, get, go, come, fall, make,…) 

These verbs denote change of state. As in the first group, these verbs can be 

replaced by the copula become. Nevertheless, such transformations will again result in the 

loss of some semantic information.  

Their Czech counterparts are either the copula stát se, or lexical verbs. The latter 

option is more common. In particular, Czech equivalents are prototypically lexical verbs 

that are either inchoative or with perfective aspect (27). 
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(27) Our dream has come true.  
 Náš sen se uskute�nil. 

Some copulas can occur both as “verbs of the type be” and “of the type become”.  

Their character depends on the context and on the nominal part of predication. An example 

of this kind is the verb go (28). 

(28) His remark went unnoticed. (type be) 

 I shall go mad. (type become) (ibid : 416) 

 c) Verbs of the object type 

Dušková includes the third type of copular verbs, in particular verbs of the object 

type (Dušková 1988: 417). They occur in the predication of the object type 

(verbonominální predikace s dopln�ním objektovým).  

From the formal point of view the predication resembles the syntactic structure of 

the S-V-O type. The verb is monotranitive and it is followed by an object.  

However, the predication is considered verbonominal. The verb is partly devoid of 

its semantic information and requires an obligatory complementation. It is this 

complementation that takes over the semantic function of the verb and denotes the action 

of the predication. The verb connects the subject with the complementation and it is 

classified as copular. Mathesius calls this feature “nominalization of verbs” 

(zpodstat�ování sloves) (Mathesius 1961: 46).  

 

Predication of the object type is classified as copular only if the nominal part can be 

replaced by verbal predicate from the same word family (eg.: have a look, have a smoke) 

(Dušková 1988: 417). If there is no corresponding verb to the nominal part, the structure is 

verbonominal only from the semantic point of view, but from the syntactic point of view it 

is the S-V-O type of verbal predication.  

There are two types of formal relations between the noun in the nominal part and 

the verbal predicate. They differ in the process of word formation. The noun is either 

converted or derived from the lexical verb. Examples of the former are have a smoke; take 

a glance, of the latter to make a conclusion; to bear resemblance. 

Verbs that are most frequent in the predication of the object type are have (I had a 

shower),  do,  make (He made research; I will do the clearing),  give,  take (She gave a 
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sudden shudder; He took a bath) and other verbs such as  get,  pay,  put,  bear,  draw… 

Czech counterparts to these structures are verbal predications with or without object 

complementation (29).  

(29) She gave a sudden shudder  
 Náhle se zachv�la. (Dušková 1988: 417 - 420). 

Predication of the object-type with the verb have is classified as possessive 

predication from the semantic point of view (cf. 2.2.2, e). Thus, the relation between the 

predication of the object-type and possessive predication is that the former is a hyperonym 

to the latter. Nevertheless, the two types are based on different criteria of classification. 

While predication of the object-type refers to the syntactic structure, possessive predication 

foregrounds the semantic relation between the subject and the nominal part.  

2.2.2 Semantic classification of verbonominal predication 

Verbonominal predication expresses qualities or relations between the subject and 

the nominal part of predicate. The syntactic relation between these two clause elements is 

either attributive or appositive. 

There are several types of verbonominal predications from the semantic point of 

view. The most frequent of them is qualifying predication. 

 

Predications of the object type are closer to verbal predications from the semantic 

point of view. The whole predication can be replaced by a lexical verb from the same word 

family as the nominal part of verbonominal predicate. Consequently, the semantic 

information is roughly similar in both verbonominal and verbal structures. The difference 

is in the clause element that carries the gist of semantic information. Whereas it is the 

lexical verb in verbal predication, verbonominal predication has the gist of semantic 

information in the nominal part.  

We can see that verbonominal predication of the object type corresponds 

semantically to verbal predication. For this reason predications of the object type are not 

ranged into any of the following categories, with the exception of the verb have, which is 

classified into possessive predications (cf. 2.2.2, e). 
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 a) qualifying predication 

Qualifying predication conveys an attributive relation between the subject and the 

nominal part of predicate. In particular, nominal part ascribes a quality to the subject. The 

prototypical word class of the nominal part is adjective (30).  

(30) This view is erroneous. 

There is a subtype of qualifying predications, namely qualification by non-genuine 

classification. Its nominal part is composed of a noun phrase. Nevertheless, the head, 

which denotes the category for the classification, is semantically redundant. The main 

information about the subject is carried by the modifier of the head, most frequently 

realized by an adjective. Consequently, this structure is a special case of qualification.  

Mathesius claims that while qualifying predication is used for a temporary quality, 

qualification by false classification denotes static quality (Mathesius 1961: 133). 

The nominal part can be also realized by a proform (31). Such structures are used to 

satisfy the needs of functional sentence perspective.  

(31) The job is an exacting one. (Dušková 1988: 351) 

There are also cases in which the subject is expressed by a possessive pronoun (32). 

The possessive pronoun is connected to the noun in the nominal part4. The reason for this 

construction is again the functional sentence perspective. Moreover, it conveys subjective 

or emotional undertone.  

(32) His was the wisdom of the ripe age. (Mathesius 1961: 136)  

Whereas qualification by non-genuine classification is frequent in English, Czech 

prefers qualifying predication, with an adjective in the nominal part of the predication (33) 

(Vachek 1990: 97).   

(33) Their daughter is a charming lady.  
 Jejich dcera je p�vabná.  

A brief comment on formal classification. According to Mathesius (Mathesius 

1961: 131 – 136), qualifying predication is a superodinary category including not only 

qualification by false classification, but also possessive, locative and identifying 

                                                 
4 Contrary to this classification, Mathesius ranges this type under the possessive predication (Mathesius 
1961: 136). 
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predications. On the other hand, Dušková classifies all the above mentioned types as 

independent categories of verbonominal predications (Dušková 1988: 350–352). We will 

stick to her classification. 

 b) actional predication  

This type of predication “states the taking place of some action.” (Vachek 1990: 

94). The action is expressed by deverbative nouns (34, 35) or dynamic adjectives (36) in 

the nominal part of predicate.  

The structure can be paraphrased by verbal predication with an adverbial 

complementation. The latter structure is typical of Czech, if not the only one available. 

(34) He is a slow-worker.  
 Pracuje pomalu. 

(35) He is in love with her. 
 Má ji rád.  

(36) Such discussions are productive only of quarrels.  
 Takové diskuze vedou jen k hádkám.  

The verb be, though usually static in meaning, can also describe actions (37). 

(37) You are being very helpful. 

c) identifying predication  

Identifying predication expresses the relation of equivalence between the subject 

and the nominal part of predicate (38). In fact, the position of the two items can be 

swapped without a significant change in meaning, leaving aside the consequences in 

functional sentence perspective.  

(38) The first president of the United States was George Washington. 

The subject is frequently introduced by a demonstrative pronoun or adverb of place 

(39). Accordingly, Mathesius divides identifying predications into two subtypes, 

pronominal and adverbial ones (Mathesius 1961: 136–137). 

(39) Here is a queer thing. (Mathesius 1961: 137) 

A special type of identifying predications are inverted cleft sentences (Dušková 

1988: 352). The subject and the copular verb are part of the matrix clause. The subject is 

expressed by deictic pronouns this, that. The nominal part of predicate is expressed by a 
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relative clause. It is this relative clause that is put in focus. As the nominal part is rhematic, 

this structure follows the basic distribution of communicative dynamism (40).  

(40) This is where I worked. 

 d) classifying predication  

The difference between identifying (c) and classifying (d) predications is in the type 

of relation between the subject and the nominal part of predication. The former denotes 

equivalence between the two parts; both of them refer to the same phenomenon. The latter 

denotes two referents, one of them more general and the other one specific (41). 

(41) Her brother is a radio announcer. 

 e) possessive predication 

This type of predication is realized by the copula have5. The structure resembles 

verbal predication with a monotransitive verb and object complementation. However, the 

verb have is partly devoid of semantic meaning, so that it does not express possession in 

the true sense6.  

On the contrary, it can be paraphrased by the copula be, with no significant change 

of meaning. Its function is mainly to link the subject to the nominal part. There is an 

attributive relation between the subject and the nominal part (realized by a noun) and the 

noun conveys the semantic information of the sentence (42). 

(42) She has blue eyes ~ her eyes are blue. 

 f) existential and existential-locative predications 

Both existential (43) and existential-locative (44) structures are used to introduce a 

new item on the scene. The latter includes an additional adverbial of place as obligatory 

(constituent) part of the sentence.  

(43) There is no exception. 

(44) There was a girl in the waiting room. (x The girl was in the waiting room.) 
(Dušková 1988: 353 – 355) 

                                                 
5 The verb have is one of the verbs of the object type. 
6 Predication with the verb have is classified verbal when it denotes the meaning of “to possess, to belong to” 
(Dušková 1988: 409). 

John has a dog. (The dog belongs to John). 
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The subject of these types of predication is the pronoun there. It is not a formal 

subject but a constituent part of the sentence. Its omission is grammatically impossible in 

the former type; in the latter it would result in the transformation of existential-locative 

structure into a locative one.  

These structures follow the requirements of functional sentence perspective. They 

are used especially when the real subject is rhematic. The grammatical subject there in the 

initial position makes it possible for the rheme to be shifted further to the right, in line with 

the basic distribution of communicative dynamism.  

There is no direct equivalent for these structures in Czech. In fact, it is not even 

necessary, as there are other means for satisfying the functional sentence perspective in 

Czech. In particular, Czech profits from its relatively flexible word order, which allows 

changes in the positions of clause elements according to the needs of functional sentence 

perspective (Vachek 1990: 110-112).  

The verb be denotes the meaning to exist in these constructions. Therefore, it has 

been argued whether existential and existential-locative structures should be classified as 

verbonominal or not. However, both the formal subject there and the real subject are 

constituent parts of the sentence. Therefore, they correspond to the subject and nominal 

part of verbonominal predications (Dušková 1988: 353). Mathesius referred to these 

structures as “verbonominal predications without subject“(nomináln� slovesná predikace 

nesubjektová) (Mathesius 1913: 326). 

 

According to Quirk et al. existential and existential-locative predications are 

transformations of the basic clause patterns (základní v�tné vzory). In particular, existential 

structures are transformed from the S-V pattern, and existential-locative structures from S-

V-A.  

 

The real subject is shifted into postverbal position and its place is filled with the 

formal subject there7 (Quirk et al. 1985: 1403-1405).  

Furthermore, Quirk et al. enlarged this category with one more type of 

transformation. It is a transformation of existential-locative structure, expressed by the 
                                                 

7 In fact, this transformation is the only option for existential predications, as they cannot occur without the 
formal subject and with the real subject in the initial position (cf. above). 
 *No exception is. (There is no exception.) 
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copula have and a locative subject. The real subject is rhematic and it is placed in the 

postverbal position.  

The initial position is filled with thematic subject, while the real subject is shifted 

towards the end of the sentence. They are linked by means of the copula have. This 

transformation is in line with the basic distribution of communicative dynamism. The 

thematic element denoting location is placed initially and leaves the postverbal position for 

the real subject, which is rhematic (45).  

On the contrary, existential locative structures express the locative element by 

means of an adverbial and place it at the end of utterance, which goes counter to the basic 

distribution of communicative dynamism (46).  

(45) My jacket has two buttons missing.  

(46) There are two buttons  missing on my jacket. (Quirk et al. 1985: 1411-1412) 

 

Verbonominal predications with the subject it 

The subject of verbonominal predications does not always refer to an extralinguistic 

item. Sometimes, its function is merely grammatical, as we have seen in cases of 

existential and existential-locative structures.  

Another example of this kind is the subject expressed by the personal pronoun it. 

This pronoun is used as subject in different types of verbonominal predications. 

Consequently, it has different syntactic functions.  

In particular, we distinguish empty it, which has no extralinguistic referent and its 

function in the sentence is only grammatical. Structures of this kind correspond to Czech 

subjectless clauses.  

Secondly, there is anticipatory it. Its usage is similar to there in existential and 

existential-locative constructions. It is placed initially in the position of subject, while the 

real subject is postponed to postverbal position. The real subject is rhematic, so that its 

postverbal position is in line with the basic distribution of communicative dynamism. 

The third function of it is the subject in cleft sentences. Cleft sentences are 

transformations from the basic clause patterns. Their function is to highlight any clause 

element (except for the predication). This highlighted element is the nominal part of the 

cleft sentence.  
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Verbonominal predications with the subject it are used in different semantic types, 

according to the nominal part of predication (which is in most cases real subject of the 

structure). The function of the subject it is grammatical; it is used in transformations which 

satisfy the requirements of functional sentence perspective. These structures are also often 

emotionally marked. 

2.3 Comparison of the English and Czech frameworks  

The previous parts introduced the Czech and the English frameworks of 

verbonominal predications. Obviously, the Czech framework turned out to be more 

restrictive. Its category of copular verbs is strictly limited to a small number of verbs. 

These verbs occur also in other morphosyntactic functions, such as semiauxiliary or pro-

verbs. They are classified as copulas only if they require an obligatory complementation 

and at the same time they cannot be replaced by a lexical verb. Apparently, the limited 

number of copular verbs results in a lower variety of verbonominal predications.   

In comparison, the English framework is evidently broader. It includes a large 

number of various constructions. The wide set of copular verbs is arranged into three 

groups. The first two groups are correlated with the Czech copular verbs, namely the verb 

být is a single counterpart to the English “verbs of the type be” and the verb stát se 

corresponds to “verbs of the type become”.  

However, the third group, verbs of the object type, is absent from the Czech 

framework of verbonominal predications. Czech predications of this kind are classified as 

verbal. Their predicate is a special syntactic structure, it is a “verb phrase composed of two 

or more constituents” (slovesa dvou a víceslovná), one of them is a vague verb and the 

other one a dynamic or a stative noun (Grepl et al. 1995: 398). 

 

Most of the English semantic types of verbonominal predication correspond to the 

Czech types, though the variety of constructions is more limited in Czech. The English 

structures which do not have a Czech counterpart are for example qualifying predication 

with the nominal part followed by an infinitive clause or the construction “of + 
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substantive”. Much rarer are also qualification by false classification and cleft and 

pseudocleft sentences (cf. Dušková 1988: 409-412).  

Moreover, English existential and existential-locative structures are formally 

different in Czech and they are not classified as verbonominal (ibid: 353). 

 

Contrary to Czech, the usage of English verbonominal predications is justified by 

semantic and syntactic reasons and by the needs of functional sentence perspective (ibid: 

420).  

The semantic reasons are connected with the aspectual differences8. In particular, 

verbonominal predications do not represent the action as homogeneous but they refer to the 

single event of the action. In other words, they present the action as semelfactive or 

iterative.9 

Syntactically, verbonominal predications are required in cases when a transitive 

verb should be used without a complementation (47). Contrary to verbal predication, 

verbonominal predication of the object type requires no further complementation. Thus, it 

is a solution when the object complementation is felt unnecessary or is unknown.  

(47) I made arragements. x* I arranged. (Dušková 1988 : 420) 

Moreover, verbonominal predication is easily modified. While verbs in verbal 

predications are modified by an adverbial, nominal parts of verbonominal predications are 

modified by means of an adjective (48). English prefers the latter type of modification, as 

it is felt clearer and more natural. Furthermore, the postmodification of the nominal part is 

also less ambiguous than the postmodification of the verb.  

(48) He gave me a stern look (which surprised me). 
 cf. He looked at me sternly. (Dušková 1988: 420) 

The third reason for using verbonominal predication in English is connected with 

functional sentence perspective.  

                                                 
8 English aspect is not an inherent grammatical category of verbs as it is in Czech. It is expressed by means of 
the context of the whole sentence. (Mathesius 1961: 79). 
9 It means that the actions are distinguished according to the number and frequency of their occurrence; 
semelfactive (jednodobý) action happened just once, iterative (op�tovací) more times and frequentative 
(opakovací) with a frequent repetition. Examples of Czech verbs: bodnu, bodám, bodávám. (Mathesus 1961: 
76-77). 
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The semantic shift from the finite verb to the nominal part of predication is at the 

same time the shift of the focus. The whole verbonominal predication is non-thematic; the 

copular verb functions as a transition between the thematic element (subject) and the 

rheme itself, which is the nominal part of predicate. Moreover, the rhematic character of 

the nominal part is confirmed by the indefinite article or quantifier placed before it (49).  

In comparison, the arrangement in verbal predication makes the lexical verb a 

transition. Consequently, the rhematic position is left for the complementation of the verb. 

However, if the verb itself is the rheme, the sentence goes counter to the basic distribution 

of communicative dynamism.  The transition element is missing and the rheme is not in the 

final position. 

(49) I paid him a visit. 
 cf: I visited him. (Vachek 1994: 28) 

Therefore, we have seen that the usage of verbonominal predications in English is 

determined functionally. In other verbs, verbonominal predications are used as syntactic 

and semantic devices of the analytic English. In contrast, Czech verbonominal predications 

are not motivated by grammatical requirements.  

 

The comparison of the English and Czech verbonominal predications has pointed to 

the broader framework of the phenomenon in English, which implies higher frequency of 

verbonominal predications in English. The most prominent divergence is concerned with 

the absence of “predications of the object type” in the Czech framework of verbonominal 

predications. 

The broader framework is connected with the nominal tendencies of the English 

sentence. As stated by Vachek, English structures prefer the usage of a vague verb and 

nominal or adjectival complementation. It is this complementation that conveys the 

semantic information of the English sentence. On the contrary, the semantically prominent 

clause element in Czech is prototypically the verb (Vachek 1990: 98-100). 
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3 Empirical part 

The data in the empirical part were gathered from four different sources, they were 

all literary texts. Two sources were of English origin and the other two of Czech origin. 

Both pairs included works of two genres, one of narrative epic and one dramatic. In 

addition, each text was correlated with its Czech or English translation. In total we 

gathered eight texts, grouped into four pairs of an original and its translation.  

We used extracts from the novel by Lodge Paradise News (1991) and its translation 

Zprávy z ráje by Trávní�ek and Trávní�ková (1996), Viewegh’s novel Výchova dívek v 

�echách (1994) with its English counterpart Bringing up Girls in Bohemia translated by 

Brain (1997), and two theatre plays, one by Stoppard Arcadia (1994) with its translation by 

Ko�án Arkádie (1997), and Klíma’s play Hry (1991) with its English translation Games by 

Day (1994). 

Samples were chosen carefully, in the first place with regard to the amount and 

variation of verbonominal predications in English. In the second place we looked for texts 

that would be comparable in terms of style, theme and the type of subgenre. We also paid 

attention to the linguistic and stylistic standards of translations. Our aim was to analyze 

contemporary language, so that all the works we used were written within the last thirty 

years.  

Nevertheless, we are aware of the authors’ and translators’ idiolects and their 

influence on the text as a whole (Be�ka 1992: 41). Obviously, it is the idiolects that make it 

impossible for any two literary texts to be fully equivalent. Therefore, the texts are still 

distinct in terms of their style. 

The language of our texts is close to colloquial speech, which is true especially of 

the plays and the dialogues in the novels. In any case, it is far from being highly 

specialized and formal. It is this kind of colloquial and less formal language that should 

reveal the different character of the two languages.  

English displays a high number of verbonominal predications in all types of texts, 

regardless of their medium and scale of formality. Predications of this type might be also 

found in Czech, but usually in highly specialized texts (Vachek 1990: 99). Otherwise, 

Czech tends to be verbal. Czech texts contain a wide range of semantically intensive verbs 

that carry the gist of semantic information. Therefore, the stylistic characteristics of our 
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selected works can be considered appropriate for examining English nominal tendencies in 

comparison with Czech verbal character.  

The analyses were based on the excerpts from the texts. We gathered 125 instances 

of verbonominal predications from each English text, no matter if it was an original or a 

translation. Each example was correlated with its Czech counterpart. In sum we got a total 

of 500 instances of verbonominal predications in English and their corresponding Czech 

counterparts.  

In addition, originally Czech texts, Viewegh's Výchova dívek v �echách (Bringing 

up girls in Bohemia) and Hry (Games) by Klíma, were also excerpted according to the 

Czech framework of verbonominal predications. These excerpts were the basis for the first 

analysis, which examined Czech verbonominal predications and their English counterparts.  

The second analysis was carried out from the point of view of the English 

framework of verbonominal predications. We classified the types of English verbonominal 

predications and their Czech counterparts. Works used for this analysis were Lodge’s 

Paradise News, the play by Stoppard Arcadia and their Czech translations. 

The following parts examined some factors influencing the structure of the texts. In 

particular we dealt with the impact of the source language on the translation and with 

genre-specific features. The analyses were based on the excerpts from both the originals 

and the translations. In other words, we used the total of 500 excerpts of the English 

verbonominal predications and their Czech counterparts. 

 

Apparently, the analysis of authentic literary texts implies that not all the excerpts 

are clear-cut examples of verbonominal predications. On the contrary, the samples include 

also marginal instances. Moreover, the classification of the excerpts according to various 

criteria was also not always evident, as there were some borderline cases. Although we 

tried to be as precise as possible, the classification is affected by our subjective assessment. 

It has to be taken into account in the analysis. 

Furthermore, we are fully aware of the fact that a corpus of this size cannot provide 

conclusive results. It can only point to some tendencies. For more specific results we 

would need a corpus of a bigger size. However, the analysis of such a corpus would exceed 

the possibilities of this work. 
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3.1 Verbonominal predication according to the Czech framework 

As suggested above, the original Czech works were analyzed according to the 

Czech framework of verbonominal predication (cf. 2.1). We used the texts by Klíma Hry 

and by Viewegh Výchova dívek v �echách and correlated them with their English 

translations. The criterion for the size of the samples was 125 instances of English 

verbonominal predications in the English translations.  

We excerpted these samples to find Czech verbonominal predications and their 

English counterparts. As a result we got 63 instances of Czech verbonominal predications 

in Viewegh’s work and 51 examples in the play by Klíma. Compared to 125 examples of 

English verbonominal predications within each of these samples, the amount of Czech 

excerpts points to the lower frequency of Czech verbonominal predications. 

Each specimen was correlated with its English counterpart. The analysis of the 

English counterparts to Czech verbonominal predications is overviewed in Table 1. 

 

As the results suggest, English counterparts to Czech verbonominal predications 

were most frequently verbonominal predications as well. In other words, we can see that 

the syntactic and semantic quality of the Czech verb was preserved in the English 

translation.  

Though in most cases the English structure was identical to the Czech one, some 

instances diverged in the nominal part of predicate. In most cases it was due to the 

different collocability in English and in Czech (1). 

(1) Byl vždycky tak neoby�ejn� �inorodý. IK, 16 
 He always was a man of action. 36 

Table 1 English counterparts to Czech verbonominal predications 

Counterparts to Czech verbonominal predications

Verbonominal 53 84,13% 46 90,20% 99 86,84%

Verbal 7 11,11% 3 5,88% 10 8,77%

Non-verbal 3 4,76% 2 3,92% 5 4,39%

Ellipsis 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00%

TOTAL 63 100,00% 51 100,00% 114 100,00%

TOTALViewegh Klíma
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In some cases the functions of subject and nominal part were swapped in English. It 

was especially due to the needs functional sentence perspective. The shift of the clause 

elements was in line with the basic distribution of communicative dynamism (2). 

(2) Našt�stí hlavním p�edm�tem Sv�tlanina ranního zájmu byl p�ece jen onen již 
zmín�ný  výchovný koncert. MV, 36 
Happily, the main focus of Svetlana’s interest that morning was the 
aforementioned educational concert. 35 

Tables 2 and 3 show the occurrence of different word classes in function of the 

nominal part. The results do not suggest a huge difference between English and Czech. The 

most frequent in both of them were nouns and adjectives. They outnumbered the other 

word classes and turned out to be the prototypical nominal parts both in English and in 

Czech.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Types of nominal part in Czech verbonominal predications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Types of nominal part in English verbonominal predications 

Types of nominal part

Noun 29 46,77% 25 52,08% 54 49,09%

Adjective + Participle 21 33,87% 14 29,17% 35 31,82%

Pronoun + quantifier 2 3,23% 3 6,25% 5 4,55%

Numeral 0 0,00% 1 2,08% 1 0,91%

Adverb 1 1,61% 2 4,17% 3 2,73%

Infinitive 0 0,00% 1 2,08% 1 0,91%

Subordinate clause 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00%

TOTAL 62 100,00% 48 100,00% 110 100,00%

TotalViewegh Klíma

Types of nominal part

Noun 34 53,97% 28 54,90% 62 54,39%

Adjective 20 31,75% 18 35,29% 38 33,33%

Pronoun 1 1,59% 2 3,92% 3 2,63%

Numeral 1 1,59% 1 1,96% 2 1,75%

Adverb 4 6,35% 2 3,92% 6 5,26%

Infinitive 2 3,17% 0 0,00% 2 1,75%

Subordinate clause + Modal predicative 1 1,59% 0 0,00% 1 0,88%

TOTAL 63 100,00% 51 100,00% 114 100,00%

TotalViewegh Klíma
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The main distinction between Czech and English structures was concerned with the 

translation of Czech subjectless clauses. As these structures do not have any counterpart in 

English, they have to be translated by means of various constructions with an explicit 

subject (cf. Dušková 1988: 368). Our excerpts present a total of eight instances of this 

type; seven were found in the work by Viewegh and one in Klíma's play.  

In the Czech structure there is usually a copular verb in the third person of singular 

and an adjective or predicative adverb in function of nominal part of predicate. While there 

is no subject, and consequently no agent in the Czech sentence, English has to use one to 

make the sentence grammatically correct. In our excerpts the English structure was either 

in the passive, so that there was no explicit agent needed (3) or in the active voice with an 

explicit subject. In the latter case counterparts of both verbonominal (4) and verbal (5) 

structures were found.  

(3) Za dve�mi kabinetu bylo slyšet zvolna se vzdalující hluk rozlícené tlupy. MV, 
35 
From the other side of the door could be heard the gradually fading cries of a 
frenzied mob. 34 

(4) ...že když už jsou lidi ve v�zení, je stejn� pozd�. IK, 12 
 ...once someone’s in prison, then it’s already too late. 31 

(5) ...je mi jedno co. MV, 45 
 …I don’t care what. 44 

We can see that there is a variety of English counterparts to the Czech subjectless 

clauses. However, the limited number of instances makes it impossible for this work to 

proceed further in the analysis of their translation into English.  

Although verbonominal predications represented the overwhelming majority of 

English counterparts, there were some cases of other types of counterparts, namely verbal 

predications (9%) and non-verbal structures (4, 5%). The reason for their usage was either 

to conform to syntactic or stylistic requirements of the English or it was a way to translate 

Czech structures that do not have any lexical equivalent in English. 

 

Verbal counterparts were restricted to isolated cases, so that we cannot draw any 

conclusions concerning their distribution. We will only point to some tendencies. 

Most frequently, the English lexical verb in the active voice was a counterpart to 

Czech two-element sentences (6). Among these there were two instances of the English 
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predication of the object type (7). Although they are included in the English framework of 

verbonominal predications, they are classified as verbal in this part, according to the Czech 

framework. Other examples were translated into English by means of the passive voice. 

One of them has been already cited above (3). 

(6) Copak já jsem psycholog? MV, 44 
 What do you take me for – a psychologist? 44 

(7) …kde m�že podat n�jaký výkon a být sám se sebou skute�n� spokojenej. IK, 17 
 …where a bloke can achieve something and get real satisfaction out of it. 37 

 

Some English counterparts were translated by means of non-verbal expressions (cf. 

Table 1). They occurred only marginally, altogether in five instances.  

Two of them were instances of ellipsis. They can be classified as special types of 

verbonominal predication, as they contain both the subject and the nominal part, but the 

copular verb is elided (8). Dušková calls them “two-element verbless sentences” 

(neslovesná v�ta dvou�lenná) (Dušková 1988: 387-389). 

The remaining three counterparts were translated by means of non-verbal 

expressions (9, 10). They support the hypothesis of higher degree of condensation in 

English. Their usage could also be justified by the tendency of English to preserve the 

same subject within one sentence (or even longer unit). In other words, there is an effort to 

keep the continuous subject (pr�b�žnost podm�tu).  

(8) Vestibul stanice Smíchovské nádraží, který byl tradi�ním shromaždišt�m p�ed 
výchovnými koncerty,… MV, 46 
The metro entrance hall at Smichov Station – the traditional assembly point 
before educational concerts,… 46 

(9) P�i stanovování odm�n a osobních p�íplatk�, které jsou nenárokové,… MV, 38 
 When introducing optional bonuses and personal premiums… 37 

(10) Bylo z�ejmé, že op�tovné vzk�íšení hudebního génia o�ekává s krajním 
nadšením. MV, 48 

She was evidently awaiting the further resurrection of musical genius with 
intense excitement. 48 

 

The results of this part presented English verbonominal predications as the most 

frequent counterparts to Czech verbonominal predications, while the other types of 

counterparts were relatively insignificant. Consequently, the distribution of the 
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phenomenon in English and in Czech can be considered nearly equal from the point of 

view of the Czech framework. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to examine verbonominal predications according to the 

English framework, which is broader than the Czech one. Therefore, its analysis should 

provide us with some additional information. The following chapter will deal with the 

English verbonominal predications and their counterparts in Czech. 

3.2 Verbonominal predication according to the English 

framework 

The analysis of this part was based on the same procedure as in part 3.1. The 

samples were taken from the novel by Lodge Paradise News and from Stoppard’s play 

Arcadia. Both of them contained 125 instances of verbonominal predications. Thus, we got 

a total of 250 excerpts. All of them were correlated with their Czech counterparts.  

3.2.1 Counterparts to English verbonominal predication 

The results of the analysis are presented in Table 4. They show that the most 

common type of Czech counterparts is verbonominal predication. However, their 

proportion is not as high as in the previous part (cf. Table 1). On the contrary, the number 

of verbal predications is also significant. In fact, it is comparable with the amount of 

verbonominal counterparts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications 

Counterparts to English verbonominal predications

Verbonominal 49 39,20% 67 53,60% 116 46,40%

Verbal 63 50,40% 43 34,40% 106 42,40%

5 7,94% 0 0,00% 5 4,72%

10 15,87% 0 0,00% 10 9,43%

Non-verbal 12 9,60% 9 7,20% 21 8,40%

Ellipsis 1 0,80% 5 4,00% 6 2,40%

Other 0 0,00% 1 0,80% 1 0,40%

TOTAL 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 250 100,00%

TotalLodge Stoppard

Verbs of perception

Pro-verbs
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1) Verbonominal counterparts 

As in the previous part, in both languages there were instances of verbonominal 

predications with identical nominal parts. However, there were also examples with 

different nominal parts in English and in Czech. Table 5 shows the word classes that 

occurred in English nominal parts. In contrast, Table 6 overviews nominal parts of Czech 

verbonominal predications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table  5  Types of nominal part in English verbonominal predications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table  6  Types of nominal part in Czech verbonominal predications 

 

Those two tables indicate that nominal parts were most frequently expressed by 

nouns and adjectives. These word classes outnumber the other ones both in English and in 

Czech.  

Types of nominal part

Noun 20 40,82% 35 53,03% 55 47,83%

Adjective 23 46,94% 20 30,30% 43 37,39%

Pronoun 1 2,04% 3 4,55% 4 3,48%

Numeral 1 2,04% 2 3,03% 3 2,61%

Adverb 2 4,08% 6 9,09% 8 6,96%

Infinitive 1 2,04% 0 0,00% 1 0,87%

Subordinate clause 1 2,04% 0 0,00% 1 0,87%

TOTAL 49 100,00% 66 100,00% 115 100,00%

TotalLodge Stoppard

Types of nominal part

Noun 52 41,60% 61 48,80% 113 45,20%

Adjective + participle 49 39,20% 50 40,00% 99 39,60%

Pronoun + quantifier 8 6,40% 8 6,40% 16 6,40%

Numeral 1 0,80% 0 0,00% 1 0,40%

Adverb 6 4,80% 3 2,40% 9 3,60%

Infinitive 5 4,00% 0 0,00% 5 2,00%

Subordinate clause 4 3,20% 3 2,40% 7 2,80%

TOTAL 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 250 100,00%

TotalLodge Stoppard
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The results are comparable with the previous part dealing with Czech verbonominal 

predications and their English translations (cf. Tables 2, 3). Thus, we can conclude that 

nouns and adjectives were the most frequent nominal parts both in English and in Czech. 

They amounted to over 80% in all texts. 

Therefore, we will now have a closer look at the instances of nominal parts realized 

by nouns and adjectives. They will be examined from the lexicological point of view. In 

particular, they will be classified according to the type of word formation and the 

frequency of use.  

The frequency criterion was applied only roughly, which means that the 

classification was influenced by our subjective assessment. Yet, it was sufficient for our 

purposes.  

We distinguished four categories; the first two comprise words from central 

vocabulary. The first one includes words of everyday usage, mostly of Anglo-Saxon 

origin, though some “longer” words of the French origin are part of it as well. Words of the 

second category are still frequently used, but they are higher on the level of formality (e.g. 

candid, incomprehensible). The third group consists of words that are peripheral from the 

point of view of their frequency and style; it includes either obsolete words or highly 

specialized vocabulary (i.e. catheter). Finally, the last group is represented by proper 

nouns.  

The aim of this classification was to get an overall idea of the type of nouns and 

adjectives occurring in the nominal parts of predicate. The results are presented in Chart 1. 

Chart 1 Nouns and adjectives in the nominal parts according to their frequency of use 

15%

2% 3%

14%

1% 3%

81% 82%

Central Central, more
formal

Peripheral Proper nouns

frequency of use

English

Czech
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The results suggest that the majority of nouns and adjectives were part of central 

vocabulary. These words appear in our everyday language, they can be used as unmarked 

across the registers (11).  

The proportions in English and in Czech were comparable. The instances of more 

peripheral vocabulary occurred in connection with the topic and the stylistic characteristics 

of the texts (12). 

(11) The front door was open, apart from a wire-mesh insect screen. DL, 94 
 Dve�e do domu byly otev�ené, ale byla v nich drát�ná sí	ka. 86 

(12) ...there might be more carnality in your algebra than in Mr Charter’s Couch of 
Eros. TS, 2 
…že ve vaší algeb�e m�že být více karnálnosti než v Divanu Érotovu od pana 
Chartera. 99 

The second analysis used the criteria of lexical morphology. We applied the 

synchronic point of view and examined the word formation of the nouns and the 

adjectives.  

The outcomes confirmed that the nouns and adjectives in the nominal part were 

usually part of central vocabulary. In addition, most of them were morphologically simple 

words.  

This fact is true especially in Czech, where the vast majority, if not all the 

examples, were classified as simple words. The number of derived or compound words 

was so insignificant that there was no point in compiling them in a chart. The prototypical 

case of Czech nouns was the nominative; there were only few examples of the instrumental 

and prepositional cases. The form of the adjectives was mostly compound, nominal form 

occurred very rarely.  

Though the majority of the English nouns and adjectives were also simple words, 

there were also some instances of derived, converted or compound words. Their proportion 

is overviewed in Chart 2 (cf. Table 10A in the appendix). 
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Chart 2 English nouns and adjectives in the nominal part according to the type of word-formation 

 

Morphologically complex words were most frequently derived. The majority of 

them were deverbal, though there were also cases of deadjectival and denominal nouns and 

adjectives. Nouns included also some instances of conversion or compounds. Converted 

nouns were frequent in the predication of the object type (14). In fact, deverbal nouns, both 

derived and converted, are prototypical nominal parts of predication of the object type (cf. 

2.2.1, c).  

(14) Honolulu has the highest cost of living in the States, you know. DL, 97 

We have already mentioned that nouns and adjectives of the Czech counterparts 

were morphologically simple words. This fact implies that Czech verbonominal 

predication with a complex nominal part tends to be replaced by verbal predicate, while 

verbonominal predication is typically used with words from central vocabulary.  

It supports stronger verbal tendencies in Czech and confirms that the verb is the gist 

of semantic information of the Czech sentence. 

 

However, it must be mentioned that the nominal parts of English verbonominal 

predications and their Czech counterparts were not always corresponding. Indeed, there 

were instances of English adjectives correlated with Czech nouns (15) and vice versa. 

Sometimes the head noun was missing in the Czech translation (16).  

These differences can be explained by the divergence between English and Czech 

collocations (17) as well as by the syntactic and stylistic requirements of each language.  

(15) …but when carnal embrace is sinful it is a sin of flesh. TS, 2 

Derived

Conversion

Compound

Simple
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 …je-li však karnální ob�tí h�íchem, je to h�ích t�la,… 99 

(16) I’m not a wealthy woman, Bernard. DL, 97 
 Nejsem bohatá, Bernarde. 89 

(17) Some of them were crazy. DL, 99 
 N�kte�í z nich byli blázni. 91 

2) Verbal counterparts 

Verbal predications were the second largest category of Czech counterparts to 

English verbonominal predications. They attained nearly 43% of instances (including pro-

verbs). Thus, they were much more frequent than the English verbal counterparts to Czech 

verbonominal predications of the previous chapter (cf. Table 1). 

However, in order to analyze the results properly, we have to consider the 

difference between the frameworks of verbonominal predication. This discrepancy is based 

on a more restricted Czech framework compared to the English one. 

Whereas there is a wide range of copular verbs in English (cf. 2.2.1), their number 

is much limited in Czech (cf. 2.2). Moreover, the most frequent Czech copular verb, the 

verb být, occurs not only as lexical, but also as pro-verb. Both of them form verbal 

predications. 

There is no category of pro-verbs in English. English equivalents of Czech pro-

verbs are copular verbs. They require an obligatory complementation, which is called 

predicative adjunct (Quirk et al. 1985: 1174). Therefore, the predication is still classified 

as verbonominal.  

There were often parallel constructions of the Czech pro-verb and the English 

verbonominal predication with predicative adjunct in the nominal part (18). Yet, the 

structures were divergent in classification. Czech counterparts with pro-verbs were marked 

separately in Table 4. 

(18) She’s from Fiji or the Philippines…  DL, 97  
 Ona je z Fidži nebo z Filipín... 88 

This difference in the classification points to the divergent view on the gist of 

semantic gravity between English and Czech. Whereas Czech tends to concentrate on the 

replacement of the copula být by a lexical verb and thus to preserve the gist of semantic 

information in the verb, English prefers to relegate the verb to grammatical functions and 
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to supply it with an obligatory complementation. It is this complementation that is charged 

with the semantic information of the English sentence.  

The pro- function also occurs with the verb mít in Czech (cf. �echová et al. 2000: 

288). These instances are also often counterparts to English verbonominal predications. 

However, they were not frequent in our samples. 

 

The second issue concerns verbs of perception.  In English they are usually 

complemented by an adjective or a noun and they can be paraphrased by means of the 

copula be and “some additional semantic feature” (Dušková 2004: 58). Consequently, the 

predication is classified as verbonominal and the gist of semantic information is carried by 

the adjectival (or nominal) complementation (cf. 2.2.1, a).  

On the contrary, Czech verbs of perception, prototypically complemented by an 

adverb, are seen as the semantic gist of the structure. They are classified as lexical and the 

predication is verbal.  

Thus, the difference concerns the syntactic classification of verbs of perception in 

English and in Czech. Although the complementation is necessary for the semantic 

completeness of both English and Czech structures, from the syntactic point of view it is 

obligatory only in the English one.  

However, the examples with verbs of perception were usually parallel. English 

verbonominal predication was prototypically correlated with Czech verbal predication with 

adverb or object complementation (19). Therefore, Czech counterparts with verbs of 

perception were also specially marked in Table 4. 

(19) Ursula closed her eyes and looked despondent. DL, 98 
 Uršula zav�ela o�i a vypadala sklí�en�. 90 

 

One more note on the frameworks of verbonominal predication concerns the 

English predication of the object-type (cf. 2.2.1, c). As it was mentioned in the theoretical 

part, these structures have no corresponding verbonominal counterpart in Czech. 

Therefore, predications of the object type are typically translated by means of verbal 

predications into Czech.  

Nevertheless, some Czech counterparts with verbal predications are realized by 

vague verbs, while the semantic information is shifted to the following complementation 
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(20). The predicate of these constructions is a “verb phrase composed of two or more 

constituents” (slovesa dvou a víceslovná) (cf. 2.3). It occurs most frequently with the verb 

mít, which is in these cases classified as semiauxiliary.  

In fact, structures with vaguer verbs are parallel to the English predication of the 

object type, though the syntactic classification is different. Czech verbal predications 

include verbs of any morphosyntactic function apart from the copulas.  

 (20) I made some bad investments in the seventies, lost a lot. DL, 97 
V sedmdesátých letech jsem ud�lala pár špatných investic a hrozn� jsem 
tratila. 89 

 

Even in spite of these discrepancies between the English and the Czech 

frameworks, the percentage of Czech verbal counterparts is significantly higher (cf. Table 

4). It confirms the hypothesis of higher nominalization in English and consequently of the 

verbal character of Czech.  

Yet, the category of verbal counterparts is very diverse. It includes clear examples 

of verbal counterparts as well as borderline instances, such as those described above. 

Examples of the evident instances are as follows. (21 – 23) 

(21) Is carnal embrace kissing? TS, 3 
 Karnální objetí znamená líbání? 101 

(22) She was very helpful… DL, 98 
 Moc nám pomohla,… 89 

(23) There was no nameplate outside the house,… DL, 94 
 Na dom� chyb�l název,… 86 

 

It was already mentioned that the category of verbal counterparts is not very 

homogeneous. We wanted to find out what types of English verbonominal predications 

were typically correlated with Czech verbal predications. The results of this analysis are 

overviewed in Table 7.  
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Table 7 Types of English verbonominal predications with Czech verbal counterparts  

 

As we can see, Czech verbal predications were most frequently counterparts to 

English qualifying predications. This result is not striking if we consider that qualifying 

predication was by far the most frequent type of verbonominal predications (cf. Table 2A 

in the appendix). 

Predication of the object type was on the second place, yet with a considerably 

lower number of specimens. However, if we look at the total amount of predications of the 

object type, we will see that their great majority was correlated with Czech verbal 

predications. Consequently, predication of the object type can be considered prototypical 

to Czech verbal counterparts (24). On the contrary, qualifying predications are typically 

correlated with verbonominal counterparts in Czech.  

(24) I don’t do any more lecturing! 34 
 Už nep�ednáším! IK, 15 

The proportions of the most frequent types of predication that occurred with Czech 

verbal counterparts are overviewed in Chart 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Counterparts to Czech verbal predication

Qualifying 34 53,97% 20 46,51% 54 50,94%

Classifying 0 0,00% 1 2,33% 1 0,94%

Identifying 7 11,11% 6 13,95% 13 12,26%

Object-type 12 19,05% 5 11,63% 17 16,04%

Eventive 1 1,59% 0 0,00% 1 0,94%

Existentional and ex.-locative 4 6,35% 8 18,60% 12 11,32%

Predicative adjunct 4 6,35% 2 4,65% 6 5,66%

Other 1 1,59% 1 2,33% 2 1,89%

TOTAL 63 100,00% 43 100,00% 106 100,00%

TotalLodge Stoppard
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Chart 3 Most frequent counterparts to Czech verbal predications 

 

As we can see, existential and existential-locative constructions were also frequent 

counterparts to Czech verbal predications (25). In most cases the translation into Czech 

was accompanied by the shift in the word order, so that the Czech sentence was in line 

with the basic distribution of communicative dynamism. This function was in 

correspondence with the function of the English existential or existential-locative structure.  

(25) There was no nameplate outside the house,… DL, 94 
 Na dom� chyb�l název,… 86 

These constructions were also counterparts to Czech non-verbal structures, which 

will be dealt with bellow.  

 

Nearly one third of identifying predications were correlated with Czech verbal 

counterparts (26).  

(26) …and yet her chief renown is for a readiness… TS, 7 
 …a p�esto její v�hlas spo�ívá v jejím daru… 104 

However, identifying predications are also frequently correlated with Czech 

verbonominal predications. In fact, they can be possibly translated into Czech either by 

means of lexical or pro-verb in verbal predication, or by means of a copula and nominal 

part in verbonominal predication. The alternative structures are not only different 

syntactically, but also stylistically. 

131

54

19 17 19 12

43

13

Qualifying Object type Existential Identifying

All examples

Counterparts to verbal predication

41%

63% 30%89%
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Whereas the copula be is stylistically neutral in English, the Czech parallel 

structure suggests negligence and non-explicitness, if it is overused. Therefore, there is a 

tendency to replace it by a more explicit lexical verb.   

 

There were also other types of English verbonominal predications that 

corresponded to verbal predications in Czech. However, their number was not significant 

for our analysis. We would need a corpus of bigger size in order to get more specific 

results.  

3) Non-verbal counterparts 

The third group comprised non-verbal structures, such as noun phrases, adverbials 

or particles. Their amount was considerably lower compared to the first two groups (cf. 

Table 4). 

Non-verbal structures were often used as counterparts to English existential and 

existential-locative sentences (27). As mentioned above, there is no direct translation for 

existential and existential-locative structures in Czech. In fact, it is not even necessary. On 

the contrary, Czech noun phrases are fully sufficient to carry out the same function as 

existential structures in English, which is to introduce a new item and to place it in line 

with the basic distribution of communicative dynamism.  

(27) There was a woman you wanted to marry, wasn’t there? DL, 98 
 Ty sis cht�l vzít n�jakou ženu, vi�? 90 

Non-verbal structures were also correlated with identifying predications (28). It 

occurred especially in cases when the function of the identifying predication was to put an 

item in contrastive focus. As we have already said, Czech uses other means of putting an 

element in focus, prototypically changes in the word order. Therefore, identifying 

predications with this function were not usually translated literally10 and they were 

correlated with a Czech noun phrase. 

(28) Is this the best place the hospital could find to put you in? DL, 97 
 Nic lepšího pro tebe nemocnice nenašla? 89 

                                                 
10 As opposed to some other cases of identifying predications, which were analyzed in previous sections (cf. 
examples (21), (26) 
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These types of verbonominal predications, existential, existential-locative 

structures, and identifying predications, occurred often in a complex sentence with an 

adnominal relative clause, to which the nominal part of verbonominal predication was an 

antecedent. The Czech structure, on the other hand, was composed of a simple sentence 

which corresponded to the English relative clause. The contrasted item was in function of 

an object and it was usually modified by an indefinite pronoun or by an adjective. One of 

these examples is shown in (27). 

Nevertheless, we have seen in the previous sections that there are also other types 

of counterparts to identifying and existential and existential-locative structures. 

 

The remaining non-verbal counterparts were rather rare, so that there was no point 

in classifying them into separate subcategories. There were few counterparts to the 

predication of the object-type (29).  

Some instances were correlated with English collocative verb phrases. Some of 

them have a direct equivalent in Czech, expressed by adverbs or particles (30). In other 

cases the translation is more open to the choice of the translator (31, 32).  

(29) Bernard was surprised by the keenness of his dissappointment as he made his 
admission,… DL, 96 

 Bernarda p�i t�chto slovech p�ekvapila síla jeho vlastního zklamání… 88 

(30) „I’m sure you do your best, Mrs Jones,“… DL, 95 
 „Ur�it� d�láte, co m�žete, paní Joensová,”… 87 

(31) When I am done, and if Mr Chater is still there, I will be happy to wait upon 
him in the gunroom. TS, 4 
Až skon�ím, a bude-li pan Chater stále k dispozici, milerád za ním do zbrojnice 
p�ijdu. 101 

(32) Do you think this is odd? TS, 5 
 Nep�ipadá vám to zvláštní? 102  

4) Ellipsis 

Ellipses were also counterparts to English verbonominal predications (33). They 

can be considered a special type of verbonominal predication, in which the copular verb is 

missing (cf. �echová et al. 2000: 288-289).  

(33) Who are the others? TS, 7 
 A kdo ješt�? 104 
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The usage of ellipsis is partly due to the stylistic requirements of Czech. It was 

already mentioned that the verb být, in both copular and pro- functions, is not used in 

Czech as frequently as in English. On the contrary, it tends to be replaced by full lexical 

verbs, which is considered more appropriate in terms of style. Ellipsis is apparently one of 

the options to replace the vague verb být.  

However, as ellipses are not grammatically complete structures, their correct 

interpretation is context-bound. Therefore, they occurred more frequently in the drama 

(Arcadia), where there is an immediate contact between the actors and the audience and 

the context is shared. It will be discussed in 3.4.  

 

To sum up this analysis, English verbonominal predications were most frequently 

correlated with verbonominal predications in Czech (cf. Table 4). However, their 

percentage was not as convincing as in 3.1 (cf. Table 1). They attained over 48%, 

including ellipses. 

Consequently, more than half of the Czech counterparts (over 51%) were of other 

than verbonominal structure. This group includes verbal predications and non-verbal 

structures as most frequent. The latter were especially counterparts to existential and 

existential-locative structures and identifying predications.  

The former, verbal predications, were found in 43% of all instances (including pro-

verbs). This figure clearly outnumbers the result of the English verbal counterparts in 3.1 

(cf. Table 1). Verbal predications correlated most frequently with the English predications 

of the object type, existential and existential-locative structures, with qualifying and 

identifying predications.  

Thus, we revealed an asymmetry between Czech and English verbonominal 

predications. English verbonominal predications turned out to be more frequent and 

displayed a wider variety of structures and of Czech counterparts. The high amount of 

verbal counterparts confirms stronger verbal character of Czech and correspondingly 

higher nominalization in English.  

Yet, it is necessary to take into consideration the difference between English and 

Czech verbonominal predications. Broader framework of the phenomenon in English is a 

significant factor in our analysis. 
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3.2.2 Counterparts to English nominal part 

The previous analysis revealed cases in which the Czech and the English structures 

were parallel. Nevertheless, due to the discrepancy in the frameworks, they diverged in the 

formal classification. While the English structure was classified as verbonominal, the 

Czech one fell in the category of verbal predications. It concerned especially predications 

with verbs of the object type and verbs of perception.  

These instances raise the question of homogeneity of Czech verbal predications. 

We may ask whether all the counterparts with verbal predication are compelling evidence 

of verbal tendencies in Czech. Apparently, some Czech verbal predications are closer to 

the English verbonominal structures and the main difference from their English 

counterparts is in their classification.  

We decided to apply another criterion and examine the Czech counterparts in more 

detail. The aim was to find out the proportion of counterparts that support the verbal 

tendencies of Czech. 

The analysis was inspired by Dušková’s article Syntactic constancy across 

languages (Konstantnost syntaktické funkce mezi jazyky). She examined clause elements of 

both English and Czech and their respective counterparts in the other language. In 

particular she concentrated on counterparts that were syntactically divergent (Dušková 

2005: 243-260).  

Our analysis was primarily concentrated on morphological constancy. We 

examined the nominal parts of English verbonominal predications. However, the analysis 

was restricted to nouns and adjectives, as they represent the majority of nominal parts of 

predicate (cf. Tables 5, 6).  

These English nominal parts were then compared with their Czech counterparts. 

The point was to find out whether the Czech counterpart preserved the word class of the 

English nominal part, or whether they were divergent. At the same time, attention was paid 

to the syntactic structure of the Czech counterparts. 

 

We got 212 instances of English nominal parts realized by nouns and adjectives, 

which represents nearly 85% of all excerpts. They were correlated with their Czech 

counterparts. The results are overviewed in Chart 4 (cf. Table 6A in the appendix).  
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Chart 4 Stability of Czech counterparts to English nouns and adjectives in the nominal part 

It was found out that the word class of the English nominal part was preserved in 

62% of Czech counterparts. Furthermore, nearly two thirds of this category (62%) 

preserved also the syntactic structure, whereas 38% of instances were different in structure.  

The remaining 38% of Czech counterparts diverged from the word class of the 

English nominal part. They represent the category of “different word class”. 42% of this 

group was represented by verbal counterparts. The group of “other” includes various 

examples that do not fit into any of the specific groups of this category. 

1) Same word class 

The results point to a relative morphological stability in the translation of nominal 

parts of verbonominal predications. The word class of Czech counterparts was identical to 

the English nominal part in nearly two thirds of examples.  

The stability of the word class was higher than the stability of the syntactic 

structure. The identical syntactic structure, verbonominal predication, was preserved in 

62% of this category, while the remaining 38% of Czech counterparts had a different 

syntactic structure. The former group included especially qualifying, classifying and 

identifying predications that were parallel in both languages.  

The latter were mostly counterparts to the English predication of the object-type 

(34), existential and existential-locative structures (35) and again identifying predications 

(36).  

(34) I made some bad investments in the seventies, lost a lot. DL, 97 
V sedmdesátých letech jsem ud�lala pár špatných investic a hrozn� jsem 
tratila. 89 

Adjectives, nouns

Adverbs

Verbs

Other

VN

Verbal, noun 
phrase

Same word class

Different word class
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(35) …where there was neither spring nor a stone… TS, 12 
 …kde se jakt�živo nenacházel pramen �i kámen,… 108  

(36) Is carnal embrace kissing? TS, 3 
 Karnální objetí znamená líbání? 101 

Examples from the latter category reveal that Czech counterparts to English 

verbonominal predications tend to preserve the word class of the English nominal part 

rather than the whole English syntactic structure. In other words, Czech verbal predication 

with a lexical transitive verb and object complementation can be seen as a parallel to 

English verbonominal predication. The difference is in the type of verb, an English copular 

verb is correlated with a Czech lexical verb. These examples confirm the verbal character 

of Czech and its preference of semantically definite verbs. There were also counterparts 

with a pro-verb and complementation. Although the pro-verb is also semantically vague, it 

is close to a lexical verb, by which it can be replaced (cf. 2.1). 

However, in some cases the Czech structures were close to the English predication 

of the object type. The Czech predicate was a “verb phrase composed of two or more 

constituents” (slovesa dvou a víceslovná). It contained a semantically vaguer verb. 

Consequently, the semantic information was shifted to the object (34). Some of the 

structures would even fall into the English framework of verbonominal predications. 

Nevertheless, they were still classified as verbal according to the Czech framework. 

In particular, it occurred in three counterparts to the predication of the object type. 

2) Different word class 

The second category consists of instances in which the word classes of the English 

nominal part and of its Czech counterpart were distinct. It occurred in 38%.  

In some cases the preservation of the word class was impossible, given the lexical 

and syntactic differences between English and Czech. In other cases there was an 

alternative of a parallel Czech structure, but it was not suitable in the particular 

grammatical and situational contexts. Sometimes the final structure was also influenced by 

the translator’s idiolect.  

This category was divided into four subcategories according to the word class of 

the Czech counterpart. The most frequent were verbal counterparts, which represented over 

40% of this category. The second were counterparts by nouns and adjectives. Their word 

class was divergent from the English nominal part, which means that Czech nouns stood 
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for English adjectives and vice versa. It occurred in approximately one third of examples. 

The third subcategory was represented by adverbs modifying lexical verbs (7, 5% of 

cases).  

The last subcategory called “other” comprised word classes that did not fit into any 

of the previous groups. Its proportion was rather high (18%), as it regrouped all diverse 

instances that resulted from the different linguistic realities in English and in Czech. In 

particular, it included counterparts realized by pronouns (37), infinitives or subordinate 

clauses. There were also cases with no direct Czech counterpart to the English nominal 

part of predicate (38), i.e. the Czech structure used a different lexical item. This group 

comprised instances of both verbonominal and verbal predications.  

(37) Oh no, it is much nicer than that. TS, 4 
 Je to n�co mnohem krásn�jšího. 101 

(38) Waikiki’s full of criminals these days. DL, 96 
 Na Waikiki je to te� samej kriminálník. 88  

 

The syntactic structure in this category was most frequently either verbal 

predication or non-verbal structure, except from the second subcategory, in which the 

majority of Czech counterparts preserved verbonominal predication. Nevertheless, we can 

see that in most cases the divergence from the English word class brought about the change 

of the syntactic structure. 

 

We will now deal briefly with the first three subcategories cited above. The third 

one (adverbs modifying lexical verbs) correlated most often with English predications with 

verbs of perception (39) or with the verb seem (40). Some cases were also counterparts to 

English collocations realized by verb phrases (41).  

(39) The phrase sounded stiff and mechanical to his own ears,… DL, 95 
 …a ta v�ta mu zn�la upjat� a formáln�,… 87 

(40) The street seemed deserted. DL, 94 
 Ulice vypadala opušt�n�. 86 

(41) You’re sure the insurance will cover everything? DL, 96 
 Víš ur�it�, že pojiš	ovna všechno zaplatí? 88 
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The examples confirm our prior statement about verbs of perception (cf. 3.2.1). In 

particular, they pointed to parallel structures in English and in Czech. Though the 

complementations were morphologically divergent, the semantic relations with the verbs 

were identical in Czech and in English. Thus, the discrepancy can be seen as formal. It 

results from the different classification of verbs of perception in English and in Czech.  

 

The second subcategory was represented by nominal or adjectival counterparts. It 

included examples of English nouns standing for Czech adjectives and vice versa. As 

nouns and adjectives are prototypical nominal parts both in English and in Czech (cf. 

Tables 5, 6), the majority of counterparts (65%) preserved also the syntactic structure, i.e. 

they were verbonominal. 

Therefore, in these 65% the English and Czech syntactic structures were identical, 

but there was a discrepancy in their nominal parts. It means that English nouns stood for 

Czech adjectives (42) and vice versa. Sometimes, there was a missing item in the nominal 

part in one of the languages (43).  

The divergence in word classes results from stylistic and lexical discrepancies 

between English and Czech. It is also interrelated with the situational context and 

functional sentence perspective. 

(42) I will be at liberty at a quarter to twelve, if that is convenient. TS, 6 
 Budu volný ve t�i�tvrt� na dvanáct, pokud vám to vyhovuje. 103 

(43) They’re astronomical. DL, 99 
 Jsou to astronomické sumy. 91 

This subcategory goes counter to our previous statements about the primary effort 

to preserve the word class while the preservation of the syntactic structure relegated to the 

second place.  

On the other hand, it indicates that there is no straightforward tendency concerning 

the choice of counterparts. It presents examples in which the verbonominal structure is 

most likely to be preserved in Czech and thus shows the prototypical occurrence of Czech 

verbonominal predications. 

The remaining 35% of counterparts in this subcategory were divergent from the 

English syntactic structure. They included examples of either verbal predications or non-

verbal structures (44). Their English counterparts were often collocative verb phrases. 
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There were usually more options available for the translation, including verbonominal 

predication. Nevertheless, the aim was to find a counterpart with the same level of 

collocability in Czech, regardless of its syntactic structure. The choice was also partially 

dependent on the subjectivity of the translation.  

(44) …Mr Chater said it was urgent you receive his letter. TS, 4 
 …ale pan Chater �íkal, že vám mám bez prodlení doru�it jeho dopis. 101 

 

Finally, the last and the most frequent subcategory was realized by verbs. They 

were mostly found as equivalents to predication of the object type (45) and qualifying 

predication with the nominal part realized by participle (46) or adjective that is predicative 

only (47).  

(45) …to make a refuge for your cowardice. TS, 6 
 …abyste zakryl svoji zbab�lost. 104 

(46) I hope you are ashamed. TS, 3 
 Že se nestydíte! 101 

(47) …he had been asleep for over an hour. DL, 102 
 …spal více než hodinu. 93 

It is especially this subcategory that confirms the verbal character of Czech 

sentences11. It is represented by instances of the English nominal part correlated with 

Czech verb. In other words, the Czech verb stands for the whole English verbonominal 

predication, i.e. both the copular verb and the nominal part and it functions as predicate of 

the Czech sentence. It will be referred to as “purely verbal counterpart.” 

We have already mentioned that verbal counterparts were prototypically correlated 

with predications of the object-type and some kinds of qualifying predication. The reasons 

for using this type of Czech counterparts are diverse. English participles and adjectives that 

are predicative only do not exist in Czech in the same form and function and they are 

directly correlated with Czech verbs. Therefore, purely verbal counterparts are sometimes 

the only option for their translation into Czech. 

Predications of the object type offer a variety of Czech counterparts. Verbal 

counterparts are one of the solutions; some others were already encountered in the previous 

                                                 
11 besides the examples with full lexical verb that were part of the first category, cf. examples (35, 36) 
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sections of this chapter. The choice is dependent on a number of interrelated factors, such 

as grammatical and situational contexts and also the idiolect of the translator. 

Obviously, purely verbal counterparts justify the hypothesis of verbal character of 

Czech and higher nominalization in English. Nevertheless, the proportion of this 

subcategory implies the usage other types of counterparts to the English verbonominal 

predication. Purely verbal counterparts are just one type of counterparts, besides 

verbonominal predications, non-verbal structures and verbal predications with object 

complementation.  

 

The analysis pointed to the stability of the word class between English nominal 

parts of predicate and their Czech counterparts. It even exceeded the stability of the 

syntactic structure. 

Nouns turned out to be more stable. They were preserved in 76% of Czech 

counterparts (cf. Table 7A in the appendix). Their distribution was nearly equal in 

verbonominal predications (49%) and in verbal predications or non-verbal structures 

(51%). The latter group was composed especially of counterparts to English predications 

of the object type and identifying predications.  

Compared to nouns, adjectives were less stable. In particular, they were preserved 

in 45% of Czech counterparts (cf. Table 8A in the appendix). On the other hand, they 

showed a higher stability in the syntactic structure, so that there were only few 

counterparts of verbal predications or non-verbal structures.   

The different stability of nouns and adjectives is connected with the type of 

verbonominal predications in which nouns and adjectives respectively occur. 

Adjectives represent a prototypical nominal part of qualifying predications. We 

have already mentioned that this type of predication is most frequent not only in English 

but also in Czech. Therefore, qualifying predications were usually correlated in English 

and in Czech, both in terms of the syntactic structure and the type of nominal part. 

Consequently, there was a correspondence between the stability of the word class and of 

the syntactic structure. 
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Nominal parts realized by nouns are typical for various types of verbonominal 

predications. They occur in identifying, classifying and object-type of predications, as well 

as in existential and existential-locative structures12.  

Obviously, such a wide spectrum of verbonominal predications cannot be translated 

into Czech by means of a uniform structure. Whereas some types require verbal 

counterparts, others are typically correlated with verbonominal predications or non-verbal 

expressions. In other words, nouns preserved in Czech structures were in function of object 

in verbal predication, as a nominal part of verbonominal predication or as a head of a noun 

phrase. Thus, the stability of the word class of the nominal part is more frequent than the 

stability of the syntactic structure.  

 

The analysis of this part provided some additional information to the results from 

the previous section, which dealt with Czech counterparts from the syntactic point of view. 

(cf. 3.2.1). This part was concerned with the morphological analysis of Czech counterparts 

to the English nominal parts. We will now try to compare the outcomes of the two parts. 

The amounts of Czech verbonominal predications in the two analyses were 

comparable. The results of the previous part reported 48% of verbonominal predications 

including ellipses (cf. Table 4). In this part they amounted to 46% (cf. Table 9A in the 

appendix). 

Considering this similarity, the results can be viewed as reliable. We can thus 

conclude that Czech verbonominal predications were counterparts to the English ones in 

nearly half of the examples. They correlated most often with qualifying predications, but 

there was also a significant number of corresponding classifying and identifying types of 

predications. The nominal part was prototypically expressed by a noun or an adjective.  

 

Counterparts with verbal predications (including pro-verbs) were recorded in 43% 

in the previous analysis (cf. Table 4). Results from this analysis indicated nearly 47% of 

other than verbonominal predications, which means either verbal predications or non-

verbal structures13.  

                                                 
12 In some cases they appear also in qualifying predications, though they are not prototypical of this type. 
13 The results are not based on identical criteria, as the latter includes also non-verbal structures and at the 
same time excludes verbal examples from the category of “others”. Nevertheless, these two groups (non  
verbal structures and verbal counterparts in “other”) are not very numerous, so that the results can be 
taken for reliable. 
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Czech verbal predications corresponded prototypically to identifying predications, 

predications of the object-type, existential-locative structures and qualifying predications 

with a participle or predicative adjective in the nominal part. However, only the last type 

correlated exclusively with purely verbal counterparts in Czech.  In fact, it was often the 

only option, as Czech equivalents of the English participles or predicative adjectives tend 

to be lexical verbs (46, 47).  

Czech counterparts to the other three types included examples of both purely verbal 

counterparts (45) and of verbs with complementation (34). The type of the Czech structure 

resulted from various factors such as context, stylistic requirements and the choice of the 

translator.  

Purely verbal counterparts occurred in 16% of all examples. It means that they 

represent over one third of all verbal predications (around 37%) recorded in the previous 

part. (cf. 3.2.1, 2). Given the fact that these verbs stand for the whole English 

verbonominal predication, they are the most compelling argument for the verbal character 

of Czech.  

The remaining instances of verbal predication (63%) were verbs with a 

complementation, which was mostly realized by object or adverbial. In these cases it was 

the complementation that was correlated with the English nominal part of predicate. 

Moreover, nearly half of the complementations preserved the word class of the English 

nominal part.  

Consequently, Czech structures with a verb and object complementation were 

parallel to their English counterparts, though they diverged in the type of verb. Whereas 

there was a copular verb in English, Czech structure was expressed by a lexical verb. 

Nevertheless, these lexical verbs differed in the load of their semantic information. While 

some verbs were semantically definite, others were rather vague and they formed a 

predication of “verb phrase composed of two or more constituents” (slovesa dvou a 

víceslovná). 

 This type of predication would be classified as verbonominal in the English 

framework, though the Czech framework considers it verbal. 

Therefore, although the results confirmed higher verbalization in Czech, they also 

showed that some verbal structures in Czech are similar to the English verbonominal ones 
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from the semantic point of view. Czech structures of this kind differ from their English 

counterparts more or less in the formal classification. 

3.3 Interference 

We have mentioned several times that the results of our analyses were influenced 

by a number of factors. Therefore, some of them will be now examined in greater detail. 

This chapter will compare the differences between the original English texts and the 

translations from Czech.  

In other words, we will deal with the factor of interference, or negative transfer. 

Interference is the impact of the source language (SL) on the target one (TL). It occurs 

naturally in every translation and influences all linguistic layers. Though its influence 

cannot be completely eliminated, the translators should keep it within acceptable limits.  

As Newmark puts it, interference is a “dynamic element, continually breaking up 

the system…” (Newmark 1982: 163). He classifies nine aspects of interference, which 

include among others “interference of collocations or lexemes with similar form but 

different meaning in SL and TL; SL syntactic structures inappropriately superimposed on 

TL; the translator’s idiolect; SL word order inappropriately reproduced” (ibid: 123).  

We will analyze the interference of English verbonominal predications in the 

translations into Czech and also the influence of Czech on English verbonominal 

predications translated from Czech. 

To avoid confusion, we will use abbreviations to distinguish the origin of the texts. 

Hereafter, original English and Czech texts will be marked as OE, OC respectively. The 

translations will be referred to as TE for translation from English and TC for translation 

from Czech. 

 

The analysis was based on the English framework of verbonominal predication. We 

used the excerpts from all the English texts, both the originals and the translations, and 

their Czech counterparts.  

In total there were 500 excerpts from the English texts and 500 Czech counterparts. 

The English specimens were analyzed according to the type of copular verb (cf. 2.2.1) and 

to the semantic type of verbonominal predication (cf. 2.2.2). Their Czech counterparts 
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were examined in the same way as in the previous part (cf. 3.2). Complete results are 

available in the appendix (cf. Tables 1A, 2A, 3A in the appendix). 

 

The analysis was divided into two parts. The first part compared verbonominal 

predications in OE and TC texts, while the second part analyzed the Czech counterparts of 

English verbonominal predications in OC and TE texts.  

Nevertheless, it is necessary to realize that the interference is just one factor out of 

many that influence the text. The impact of interference must be put in relation with the 

other factors, such as grammatical and situational contexts or stylistic requirements. 

1) Verbonominal predications in OE and TC texts 

The results from the first part show a high level of similarity in verbonominal 

predications between OE and TC texts.  

The most frequent type of predication was qualifying. Its proportion was 

comparable in OE and TC. The category of “other” comprises especially predications of 

the object type, which cannot be included into any of the above mentioned categories14 (cf. 

Table 12A in the appendix).  

There were some discrepancies in the category of predicative adjuncts (48). Their 

number was higher in TC texts, especially in the play by Klíma. It was probably influenced 

by the Czech structure of the verb být and adverbial complementation. This structure is 

typical of Czech. On the contrary, English prefers complementation by means of an 

adjective. Therefore, higher occurrence of predicative adjuncts in TC texts might be partly 

due to the interference of the Czech structure. 

 (48) Would it have been at the Faculty? 34 
 Že by z fakulty? IK, 15 

The proportion of possessive predications was also significantly higher in one of 

the TC texts, in Viewegh’s novel (49). This type of predication is a direct counterpart to 

the Czech structure of semiauxiliary verb mít and object complementation. Whereas this 

                                                 
14 There is a parallel verbal structure to the verbonominal predication of the object type. These two structures 
are semantically equivalent. In fact, the nominal part of verbonominal predication and the verb in verbal 
predication are from the same word family (in particular, the noun in the nominal part is either derived or 
converted from the verb) (cf. 2.2.2). For this reason predications of the object type are not ranged into any of 
the following categories, with the exception of the verb have, which is classified into possessive predications. 
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structure is frequent in Czech, it is not so common in English, which is confirmed by the 

lower number of possessive predications and at the same time by higher frequency of the 

category of “other” in the novel by Lodge (cf. note 14). These figures suggest that English 

tends to prefer predications with the copula be or other verbs of the object type than the 

verb have. 

Therefore, the higher occurrence of possessive predications in TC might be partly 

influenced by the Czech structure, besides other factors. 

(49) Didn’t you ever have Beata Kralova in Czech class? 38 
 Nem�l jsi n�kdy na �eštinu Beátu Královou? MV, 39 

 

The proportions of various types of copular verbs were not significantly divergent 

between OE and TC texts (cf. Table 13A in the appendix).   

However, if we consider the above mentioned discrepancy in possessive 

predications, the comparable amount of verbs of the object type is striking. In other words, 

while the occurrence of verbs of the object type is only slightly higher in TC texts, the 

occurrence of possessive predications is clearly more distinct. It supports the above 

mentioned conclusions of verbs of the object type in English and of the interference of the 

Czech verb mít in TC texts. 

The types of copular verbs diverge within genres. Therefore, they will be analyzed 

in the following chapter (3.4). 

2) Counterparts to verbonominal predications in TE and OC texts 

The second part analyzed Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications. 

It compared the translations from English (TE) with the originally Czech texts (OC). The 

aim was to examine the interference of English in Czech translations. The OC texts served 

as a basis for the comparison. The counterparts were classified from both syntactic and 

morphological points of view (as in parts one and two in 3.2). Chart 5 presents the 

syntactic structures of TE and OC counterparts (cf. Table 14A in the appendix). 
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Chart 5 Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications in TE and OC texts 

Generally, the proportions of syntactic structures were comparable in OC and TE. 

Counterparts with verbonominal predications were slightly more frequent in TE, especially 

in the play by Stoppard. Apparently, they were influenced by the English verbonominal 

predications, which reveals some interference of English in the structure of Czech 

counterparts.  

The amount of counterparts with verbal predication was nearly identical in all texts. 

However, as we have already seen, the category of verbal predications is not homogeneous 

(cf. 3.2.2). Therefore, it will be dealt with later in more detail. 

Counterparts with non-verbal structures were more frequent in OC texts (50), while 

TE texts preferred either verbal (51) or verbonominal counterparts. It implies that the TE 

texts choose preferably counterparts that are closely correlated with the original English 

structure rather than ones that are more divergent from it. Therefore, lower amount of non-

verbal structures in TE can be partly attributed to the interference of English.  

(50) When I was young I had the opposite idea,... 33 
 V mládí jsem se naopak domníval,... IK, 14 

(51) I think it’s the painkillers. DL, 97 
 To bude t�mi analgetiky. 88 

  

 The analysis from morphological point of view was based on the same procedure as 

in 3.2.2. It examined the word classes of the Czech counterparts to the English nominal 

parts of predicate, both in TE and in OC texts. (cf. Table 11A in the appendix) 
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The stability of the word class was similar in OC and in TE texts. The word class of 

the English nominal part was preserved approximately in 60% both in OC and in TE. 

Moreover, the proportion of verbonominal to verbal predications within this group was 

also comparable in all texts. It counted about 60% to 40% of verbonominal to verbal 

predications.  

Consequently, counterparts with a different word class from the English nominal 

part (“different word class”) also amounted to corresponding numbers. They counted the 

remaining 40%.  

However, the distribution of particular subcategories within this category was 

distinct in TE and in OC. The comparison of these subcategories is presented in Chart 6 

(cf. also Table 11A in the appendix).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 6 Subcategories of “different word class” to English nominal parts in TE and OC 

In particular, verbs (purely verbal counterparts) were recorded in 42% (16% of all 

instances) in TE, whereas they amounted to 55% in OC (over 22% of all cases). At the 

same time, the amount of nominal or adjectival counterparts was correspondingly reversed. 

This type of counterparts occurred in 32% (12% of all) in TE, while only in 18% (7% of all 

cases) in OC.  

These discrepancies point to a possible interference of English verbonominal 

predications in Czech structures. Purely verbal counterparts, which justify the stronger 

verbal character of Czech, stand for the whole English verbonominal predication. 

Consequently, they are significantly different from the English nominal part and from the 

whole English structure. The fact that their number was lower in TE than in OC suggests 
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that TE counterparts tried to avoid excessive divergence from the original English 

structure. 

Moreover, this idea is supported by the higher number of nominal and adjectival 

counterparts in TE texts, compared to OC texts. Nouns and adjectives were typically either 

in function of nominal part of verbonominal predication or as object in verbal predication 

(the latter applies to nouns only). Both of these structures (verbonominal and verbal with 

complementation) consist of a verb and a complementation, which means that they are 

more closely correlated to the structure of English verbonominal predication compared to 

purely verbal counterparts.  

Consequently, the higher amount of nominal and adjectival counterparts in TE 

points once more to a more frequent correspondence to the English structure in TE than in 

OC. This fact reveals the impact of the English on the types of Czech structure.  

In addition, there is one more piece of evidence for the interference of English in 

TE counterparts. It was already mentioned that the category of verbal predications is not 

restricted to examples of purely verbal counterparts. On the contrary, verbal predications 

include also instances with a lexical verb and a complementation. Considering the 

comparable proportions of verbal predication in both TE and OC (cf. Chart 6), we can 

infer that the lower amount of purely verbal counterparts in TE must be made for by the 

higher occurrence of verbs with complementation (52). In contrast, OC texts displayed 

higher amount of purely verbal counterparts while the counterparts of verb and 

complementation were less frequent (53). 

(52) The Emergency Department had an air of calm, unostentatious efficiency that 
Bernard found reassuring. DL, 92 
Úrazové odd�lení p�sobilo klidným, neokázale efektivním dojmem, což 
Bernarda uklidnilo. 84 

(53) What sort of pupil was she? 38 
 Jak se u�ila? MV, 39 

As mentioned above, predications with complementation are closer to the English 

verbonominal predications. In particular, verbal predication with object complementation 

is parallel to the English predication of the object type, though the type of the verb is 

different. The higher amount of counterparts by means of verbs with complementation in 

TE confirms once again the interference of English and the tendency to choose 

counterparts with a structure closely correlated to the original English one, where it is 
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possible. In other words, Czech verbal predications in TE texts copied more often the 

structure of the source language instead of using purely verbal counterparts. 

It is necessary to point out that these conclusions have to be taken for a mere 

tendency. The discrepancy in figures (cf. Chart 6) is not large enough that it could be 

conspicuous for common readers. It can only be revealed through a detailed comparative 

analysis.  

Nevertheless, our excerpts included also few cases that were more strikingly 

inferential. It was the instances with vague verbs and semantically definite 

complementations in Czech (54). Predications with such verbs correspond both formally 

and semantically to the English predications of the object type, though the syntactic 

classification of Czech and English structure is divergent.  

Furthermore, some verb phrases in TE were influenced by the lexical items of the 

original English structures. While the English verb phrase was collocative, its direct Czech 

translation lacked in collocability and the structure was a bit heavy and clumsy (55).  

(54) I made some bad investments in the seventies, lost a lot. DL, 97 
V sedmdesátých letech jsem ud�lala pár špatných investic a hrozn� jsem 
tratila.  89 

(55) The receptionist in the lobby recommended a department stored called 
Penney’s and gave him directions to the Ala Moana Shopping Center,… DL, 
101 
Recep�ní v nemocni�ní hale mu doporu�ila obchodní d�m Penney’s a udala 
mu adresu nákupního st�ediska Ala Moana. 93 

However, such cases were rather rare. It must be said that none of these instances 

can be considered grammatically incorrect. Some possible objections might concern lower 

collocability or heaviness in structure. There was no significant impact on the text as a 

whole, as the stylistic requirements for literary texts are rather flexible.  

 

The interference has to be considered as a natural consequence of language contact. 

The translation is always a choice of options displayed on all linguistic layers. It is only 

natural for the translator to take the one that is closely correlated with the structure of the 

source language, if it is possible. Nevertheless, the interference of the source text should be 

limited so that it is detectable only through a detailed analysis. Apparently, our texts were 

in accordance with this criterion. 
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Although the interference was subtle, it had some impact on the target language. 

This impact was mostly concerned with the “syntactic structures of the source language 

that were inappropriately superimposed on the target language.” In addition, there were 

also few cases of the “inappropriate contextual meaning” (Newmark 1982: 123).  

We can see that it is always necessary to be aware of the interference when 

analyzing translated texts. However, as it was already mentioned, interference is not the 

only factor influencing the choice of the structure. Other factors deserving attention are 

linguistic and situational contexts and stylistic requirements. They are all interrelated and it 

is necessary to take them into account as a whole. 

3.4 Stylistic differences in the texts 

The aim of this chapter is to analyze stylistic differences between our texts and to 

examine the impact of these discrepancies on verbonominal predications and on the types 

of their counterparts. 

All the samples are representatives of a literary text which has a unique position 

among other text types. As Crystal and Davy put it, it is a specific genre “cutting across all 

the dimensions”. It displays high proportion of singular features from various genres. 

Obviously, such type of text is difficult to be submitted to any kind of linguistic convention 

(Crystal; Davy 1995: 78-79).  

Therefore, stylistic analysis of literary works is not clear-cut. When dealing with 

texts of this type, we must consider the artistic freedom and the singularity of each work of 

literature. 

Despite the difficulties in dealing with literary texts, we attempted a brief analysis 

based on the results from the previous parts. However, for the purposes of this work the 

difference between the novel and the theatre play was reduced to the difference between 

written and spoken languages. 

Theatre plays are written to be performed in front of the audience. They are a 

special kind of conversation not only among the actors, but also between the actors and the 

spectators. In other words, the actors are in immediate contact with the audience.  

Novels, on the contrary, do not benefit from the immediate contact with the readers. 

The effect is created within a certain temporal and spatial distance. Therefore, the 
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immediateness and spontaneity are not so prominent in the novels. On the other hand, more 

attention is paid to their structures, both horizontal and vertical. The structures contribute 

significantly to the final effect on the reader.  

The comparison of the two genres was concentrated on the types of copular verbs, 

semantic classification of verbonominal predications and types and proportions of Czech 

counterparts. The analysis of the copular verbs is overviewed in Chart 7 (cf. Table 16A in 

the appendix).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 7 Types of copular verbs in the novels and in the plays 

 

The proportion of copulas other than the verb be was rather low in all the texts, but 

their amount in the plays was considerably smaller. The verb be amounted to over 90% in 

both the plays. In Stoppard’s Arcadia there were no other “verbs of the type be” except for 

the verb be itself; Klíma’s Games had only two of these examples. “Verbs of the type 

become” and “verbs of the object type” occurred also rather rarely compared to their 

proportions in the novels.  

This outcome confirmed the preference for short and simple words, especially of 

Anglo-Saxon origin, in the plays. It supports the characteristics of the spoken language, 

which uses frequently words that are simple and vague (Urbanová; Oakland 2002: 24). 

Vocabulary of this kind is justified by the speech economy, easy pronunciation and instant 

comprehension, which are typical of the spoken language. 

Moreover, the low number of “verbs of the object type” suggests the lower 

frequency of predications of the object type, including possessive predications. This leads 

us to the comparison of the semantic types of verbonominal predications. Chart 8 presents 
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the most noticeable discrepancies in the semantic types between the genres (cf. Table 15A 

in the appendix). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 8 Semantic classification of verbonominal predications in the novels and in the plays 

 

The biggest difference between the genres was in the occurrence of identifying 

predications. Identifying predications in the plays were nearly twice as frequent as in the 

novels. Due to their structure and to their type of reference they are suitable for spoken 

language. Their subject is prototypically pronominal or adverbial and it usually refers to an 

extralinguistic phenomenon, or to an item that was mentioned in the text before. In other 

words, it has exophoric or anaphoric reference. The nominal part is expressed by a 

common or a proper noun. It refers to the same phenomenon, though by means of a 

different lexical item.  

Apparently, identifying predication with an exophoric (and also anaphoric) subject 

is related to the situational context of the discourse. Consequently, this context is necessary 

for the correct interpretation of the utterance. Therefore, identifying predications are 

natural for spoken language, in which they can benefit from the immediate contact between 

the speaker and the hearer (57, 58).  

(57) Nevertheless, that is the theorem. TS, 3 
 Nicmén� tak zní ta v�ta. 101 

(58) These are green peppers, sweet capsicums, garlic and spring onions. 33 
 Budou to paprikové lusky, kapie, �esnek a cibulka. IK, 14 

 

Finally, we analyzed the types of Czech counterparts in the novels and in the plays. 

The results are overviewed in Chart 9 (cf. Table 17A in the appendix).  
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Chart 9 Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications in the plays and in the novels 

 

The most significant discrepancy concerned the ellipses. Their proportion was 

significantly higher in the plays (59) than in the novels (60). 

Ellipses, both grammatical and situational, are typical of spoken language in 

English as well as in Czech. Their structure is grammatically incomplete, and especially 

the situational ellipses are context-bound. Their correct interpretation is connected to the 

knowledge of the situational context, shared between the speaker and the hearer.  

 (59) Who’ll go first? 38 
 Jestli bych tedy mohla, kdo by první? IK, 19 

(60) The idea is absurd. TS, 2 
 Absurdní myšlenka.100 

Furthermore, there was a higher number of verbonominal counterparts in the plays 

compared to the novels. In particular, it occurred in the play by Stoppard, where 

verbonominal predications amounted to 50% of all counterparts. On the contrary, the 

proportion in Klíma’s play was comparable to the amount in the novels. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to take into account the interference of English in 

Stoppard’s play. Certainly, it had an impact on the type of Czech counterparts in this text. 

In fact, the larger amount of verbonominal predications in Czech spoken medium 

contradicts our previous statement, which claims that Czech colloquial language is rich in 

lexical verbs and less abundant in verbonominal predications. Nevertheless, the lower 

amount in Klíma’s text supports that statement. Moreover, it indicates that the higher 

occurrence in Stoppard’s play was partly due to the interference of English, besides the 

situational context and the topic of the text.  
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To sum up, we attempted a brief stylistic analysis of the texts. Considering the 

difficulties in the analysis of literary texts, our approach was reduced to the distinction 

between spoken and written language.  

Theater plays displayed some features that are characteristic of the spoken 

language. Lower variety of copular verbs and the correspondingly smaller amount of 

predications of the object type justify the speech economy and the preference for simple 

and frequent vocabulary. Higher percentage of identifying predications is related to the 

possibility of an immediate contact between the speaker and the hearer. Czech counterparts 

of ellipses confirm both the immediateness and the speech economy.   

 

However, neither these conclusions can be treated as complete. On the contrary, 

they only point to some tendencies. It is necessary to realize once more the presence of 

other factors influencing the final structures in the texts. Among others they are linguistic 

and situational contexts, writer’s and translators’ idiolects, interference and language 

typology.  

Moreover, we have to take into account the size of our corpus. A corpus of this size 

cannot provide general conclusions, for which we would need a much larger volume of the 

texts. 
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3 Conclusion 

This work was based on a contrastive study of English and Czech verbonominal 

predications. It was inspired by works from the field of linguistic and translation studies. 

Particular sources of inspiration were works by Klégr The Noun in Translation, A Czech-

English Contrastive Study (1995) and by Dušková Konstantnost syntaktické funkce mezi 

jazyky (2005). The former is concerned with the stability of Czech nouns across the 

translation; the latter studies the syntactic constancy of clause elements in translations. It 

was especially the procedure of their analyses that influenced this work. 

 

Firstly, the aim was to gather theoretical information from studies dealing with this 

phenomenon. Nevertheless, apart from the German work Studien zu den Kopulativen 

Verben by Wolf-Dietrich Bald (1972), there has been no other monograph dealing with 

verbonominal predications. Czech contrastive studies are restricted to few articles, the 

most important of them are by Mathesius (1913) and Dušková (2004, 2005). 

The main source of information was provided by Czech comparative studies of the 

English language, in particular it was the grammar by Dušková (1988) and Vachek’s study 

(1990) and by Czech and English grammars, namely by �echová et al. (2000), Grepl et al. 

(1995) and Quirk et al. (1985). These works set the basis for our English and Czech 

frameworks of verbonominal predications.  

The comparison of these two frameworks revealed significant discrepancies. The 

principal difference concerned the concept of verbonominal predications. Whereas the 

Czech framework comprises a limited number of copular verbs (cf. 2.1), the English 

framework displays a full range of copular verbs and consequently a large variety of 

verbonominal structures (cf. 2.2). The criterion for English copular verbs is less restrictive, 

as any verb that is “reducible to be or become + some additional semantic features” and is 

followed by a complementation is classified as copular (Dušková 2005: 58). 

 Moreover, the category of “verbs of the object type” is completely missing from 

the Czech framework of verbonominal predications. Czech structures that correspond to 

the English predication of the object type are classified as verbal. Their predicate is 

realized by a “verb phrase composed of two or more constituents” (slovesa dvou a 

víceslovná). 
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Verbonominal predications in English are determined functionally. In particular, 

their usage is justified by syntactic and semantic reasons, as well as by the requirements of 

functional sentence perspective (Dušková 1988: 420).  

The divergence between the English and the Czech frameworks results from the 

typological differences between the two languages. Czech as a synthetic language has a 

tendency to be verbal; verbs are prototypically the semantic gist of Czech sentences. In 

contrast, the analytic English tends to be nominal. English prefers structures with vague 

verbs that are relegated to grammatical functions. Therefore, the semantic prominence is 

frequently taken over by nouns or adjectives (Vachek 1990: 99-100).  

These differences were the basis for our hypotheses concerning the empirical 

analysis. We expected higher frequency of verbonominal predications in English. 

Consequently, Czech counterparts were anticipated to be both verbonominal and verbal. 

We wanted to find out their respective proportions as well as the types of English 

verbonominal predications that correlate with Czech verbal predications. Furthermore, we 

were interested in the occurrence of some other types of Czech counterparts. 

As the phenomenon was reported to be characteristic of English, there was a 

question of its impact on Czech structures and of its stability in the translations from 

Czech. For these purposes the original English texts were compared with the translations 

from Czech. 

The empirical part was based on the excerpts from authentic literary texts. Our aim 

was to find works that would be comparable in terms of linguistic characteristics and 

stylistic features. Nevertheless, it is obvious that every literary text is influenced by the 

writer’s or translator’s idiolect, which means that every text is to a certain point 

idiosyncratic. This fact has to be considered in the comparative analysis. 

In particular the samples were taken from the works by Lodge Paradise News 

(1991) and its Czech translation Zprávy z ráje by Trávní�ek and Trávní�ková (1996), 

Viewegh’s novel Výchova dívek v �echách (1994) with its English counterpart Bringing up 

Girls in Bohemia translated by Brain (1997), and two theatre plays, one by Stoppard 

Arcadia (1994) with its translation by Ko�án Arkádie (1997), and Klíma’s play Hry (1991) 

with its English translation Games by Day (1994). All the works were published recently, 

which allowed us to deal with contemporary language. The information about the works, 
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including their subject matters, stylistic descriptions and settings can be found in the 

appendix.  

We excerpted 125 verbonominal predications from all English texts. Consequently, 

each excerpt was correlated with its Czech counterpart. In total we got 500 instances of 

English verbonominal predications with their Czech counterparts. This corpus served as 

the basis for our analyses.  

Moreover, the original Czech texts (Viewegh’s Výchova dívek v �echách and Hry 

by Klíma) were excerpted according to the Czech framework of verbonominal 

predications. The instances were correlated with their English counterparts. The 

compilation of all excerpts is also included in the appendix. 

The analyses of the excerpts were based on the criteria set in the theoretical part. In 

particular the excerpts were classified from the semantic point of view (cf. 2.2.2) and 

according to the type of copular verbs (cf. 2.2.1). The results are overviewed in Tables 1A 

and 2A in the appendix.  

Furthermore, we analyzed the Czech counterparts to the English verbonominal 

predications. They were classified in terms of their syntactic structure (cf. Table 3A in the 

appendix) and according to the morphological structure of the counterparts to the English 

nominal parts of predicate (cf. Tables 4A, 5A in the appendix).  

The empirical part was firstly concerned with a comparative study of the Czech and 

the English frameworks of verbonominal predications. The originally Czech texts were 

excerpted according to the Czech framework of verbonominal predications. They were 

compared with the excerpts from the original English texts that were drawn according to 

the English framework of verbonominal predications. Both English and Czech excerpts 

were also correlated with their respective English or Czech counterparts (cf. 3.1, 3.2).  

These comparative analyses confirmed the lower occurrence of Czech 

verbonominal predications. Whereas Czech verbonominal predications amounted to 114 

instances, the number of English instances within the same samples was 250. Moreover, 

Czech verbonominal predications were in great majority (87%) correlated with the English 

structure of the same type, i.e. also verbonominal predications (cf. Table 1). Other types of 

counterparts were considerably rare. They were either verbal predications or non-verbal 

structures and their usage was usually explained by the lack of a direct lexical equivalent in 

English.   
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The occurrence of verbal counterparts challenges the nominal character of English 

and verbal tendencies in Czech. Nevertheless, the amount of this type of counterparts was 

not significant and its usage was justified by syntactic or stylistic requirements of English, 

in particular by functional sentence perspective. 

 

The analysis of English verbonominal predications in the original English texts 

showed not only higher frequency of the phenomenon, but also greater diversity of 

verbonominal structures compared to the Czech texts. The most frequent type was 

qualifying predication with adjectival complementation, but there were also identifying 

and classifying predications that occurred frequently (cf. Table 2A in the appendix). 

Moreover, Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications were also 

more diverse (cf. Table 4). Verbonominal predications were the most common, but 

compared to the previous analysis, their proportion was not so convincing. They occurred 

in 49%, including the cases of ellipsis.  

Consequently, over half of the counterparts were of other than verbonominal 

structure. They were mostly represented by verbal predications, which amounted to 43% 

(including pro-verbs).  

The remaining 8% were instances of non-verbal structures, which were usually 

counterparts to existential and existential-locative constructions and to identifying 

predications. Their English counterparts were either transformations satisfying the needs of 

functional sentence perspective, or collocative verb phrases for which there is no direct 

Czech translation (cf. 3.2.1, 3).  

 

The high amount of Czech verbal counterparts to English verbonominal 

predications is evidence for verbal tendencies in Czech. Nevertheless, a more detailed 

analysis (cf. 3.2.2) revealed that not every case of verbal predication supports this idea.  

In fact, the seemingly large group of verbal predications was not homogeneous. 

Only 37% were purely verbal counterparts, i.e. instances in which the Czech verb replaces 

the whole verbonominal predication.  

The remaining examples of verbal predications were composed of a verb with a 

complementation, most frequently realized by object or adverbial. Thus, their formal 

structure corresponded to the structure of English verbonominal predication, though the 
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Czech verb was semantically prominent compared to the English vague verb. 

Moreover, some examples were parallel to the English structure from both formal 

and semantic points of view. In particular, their verbs were vaguer and the gist of semantic 

information was shifted to the following complementation. Thus, the difference between 

such structures in English and in Czech was only in the syntactic classification. 

The results of the comparative analysis confirmed higher frequency of English 

verbonominal predications as well as the occurrence of verbal counterparts in Czech. 

Nevertheless, they also revealed that the difference between the English and the Czech 

frameworks has a significant impact on the higher occurrence of verbonominal 

predications in English.  

 

Further analysis aimed at investigating the interference of English verbonominal 

predications in Czech structures and at the same time the interference of Czech structures 

in English verbonominal predications.  

English verbonominal predications in the texts translated from Czech (TC texts) 

were not much influenced by the more verbal Czech structures (cf. 3.3, 1). The most 

significant differences between the original English texts (OE) and the translations from 

Czech (TC) were the higher frequencies of predicative adjuncts and possessive 

predications in TC (cf. Table 12A in the appendix). Both of them correspond to the typical 

Czech structures, the former to pro-verbs with adverbial complementations and the latter to 

constructions with the verb mít. Nevertheless, while these structures are frequent in Czech, 

they are not so typical of English. Therefore, their higher usage in TC texts might be partly 

attributed to the interference of Czech.  

However, apart from these minor cases of interference, the Czech structures did not 

have a significant impact on the overall stability of the English verbonominal predications 

in the TC texts.   

On the other hand, the interference of English in Czech counterparts turned out to 

be more conspicuous (cf. 3.3, 2). We compared Czech counterparts to the originally 

English verbonominal predications (TE texts) with the counterparts in the originally Czech 

texts (OC texts). The proportions of verbonominal to verbal counterparts were comparable 

in TE and OC (cf. Chart 5). Moreover, the Czech counterparts with the word class 

identical to the English nominal part were also similarly distributed (cf. Table 11A in the 
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appendix). Nevertheless, the subcategories of “different word class” showed some 

discrepancies between TE and OC texts (cf. Chart 6).  

In particular, there was a lower amount of purely verbal counterparts and 

correspondingly a higher number of verbs with complementation in TE than in OC. It 

suggests that the counterparts in TE texts were more frequently correlated with the English 

structure of a verb and complementation, than it was in the original Czech texts (OC). 

Consequently, it implies that the counterparts in OC were more often distinct from the 

English structure. This comparison points to the interference of English in the Czech 

structures in TE texts. 

Nevertheless, it must be realized that the divergence between the OC and the TE 

was not so significant to influence the character of the whole text. On the contrary, it was 

conspicuous only through a detailed analysis. Interference within such limits is a natural 

feature of every translated text. The impact of the source language is always evident on the 

target language. However, it should be kept within acceptable limits.  

 

Our last analysis was concentrated on the stylistic differences of the texts (cf. 3.4). 

We compared the occurrence and types of verbonominal predications between the novels 

(Changing places by Lodge and Viewegh’s Bringing up girls in Bohemia) and the plays 

(Stoppard’s Arcadia and Games by Klíma). Considering the difficulties in the stylistic 

analysis of literary texts, which result from their unconventionality and from the artistic 

freedom, our approach was reduced to the distinction between spoken and written 

language. The aim was to examine the possible influence of the medium on verbonominal 

predications. 

The plays were found with a lower variety of copular verbs and higher frequency of 

identifying predications (cf. Charts 7, 8). Both of these results can be explained by the 

characteristic features of the spoken language. They are related to the speech economy, 

higher colloquiality and immediateness of the contact between the speaker and the hearer 

in this type of the medium.  

The choice of Czech counterparts in the plays was also affected by the 

immediateness and speech economy. In particular this concerned the ellipsis, which is said 

to be typical of spoken language (Urbanová; Oakland 2002: 11). Accordingly, its 

proportion was significantly higher in the plays compared to the novels (cf. Chart 9). 
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This analysis pointed to the genre-specific usage of verbonominal predications. The 

most important feature was the higher tendency of simple structures and the occurrence of 

ellipses as Czech counterparts in the plays.  

 

Verbonominal predications proved to be a frequent syntactic structure in English. 

Their most common example was qualifying predication composed of the copular verb be 

and the nominal part expressed either by an adjective or by a noun. Both adjectives and 

nouns were usually part of central vocabulary and they were morphologically simple.  

The phenomenon was found to be relatively stable in the translations, which means 

that it was not considerably influenced by the structures of the source language (Czech). 

Moreover, it occurred both in the novels and in the plays. The novels showed greater 

diversity in the types of verbonominal predications as well as the types of copular verbs. In 

contrast, theatre plays were usually restricted to the prototypical structure of the copula be 

and the nominal part realized by an adjective or a noun. 

 

The results confirmed the nominal tendencies in English and the more verbal 

character of Czech. These respective English and Czech tendencies are reflected in the 

frameworks of English and Czech verbonominal predications.  

English considers any vague verb as copular and takes the nominal part for the 

semantic gist of the sentence. In contrast, Czech verbs are the most important part of the 

sentence; even in cases when they are not the most prominent semantically. Consequently, 

the nominal part tends to be syntactically inferior to the verb. The category of copular 

verbs comprises a very limited number of verbs and its usage is restricted to a particular 

grammatical context. This restriction results in the exclusion of predications of the object 

type from the Czech framework of verbonominal predications.  

 

Czech verbonominal predications were prototypical counterparts to English 

qualifying predications. They were also frequently correlated with English classifying and 

identifying predications. 

Nevertheless, the usage of verbonominal predications in Czech was not so broad. 

They occurred especially in semantically simple structures rather than complex ones (cf. 

3.2.1, 1). This fact is confirmed by the type of nouns and adjectives that occurred in the 
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nominal part of predicate. Even though both English and Czech nominal parts were 

prototypically realized by morphologically simple words from central vocabulary, in 

Czech it was even more evident. The overwhelming majority of Czech nouns and 

adjectives in the nominal part were of this character. It implies that verbonominal 

predications tend to be used in utterances that are not syntactically complex and 

semantically overcharged. This explanation points to the semantic importance of the Czech 

verb and suggests its preference in more complex structures15.  

Besides the lower amount of verbonominal predications, the Czech verbal character 

is also supported by a large number of verbal predications that were correlated with the 

English verbonominal structures.  

Nevertheless, it is necessary to realize that not all verbal predications support this 

tendency. Whereas the group of purely verbal counterparts is a clear example of the verbal 

character of Czech, some counterparts realized by verbs with complementation are not so 

convincing.  

In particular, there are Czech structures that are parallel to English verbonominal 

predications. They are composed of a semantically vague verb and a complementation by 

means of a noun. The semantically prominent noun is considered as part of the predicate 

and the whole predicate is referred to as “a verb phrase composed of two or more 

constituents” (sloveso dvou a víceslovné). Apparently, such structures diverge from the 

English predications of the object type only formally. This difference results from the more 

restricted framework of Czech verbonominal predications.   

Verbal counterparts were usually correlated with English predications of the object 

type, qualifying predications with participles or predicative adjectives in the nominal part, 

and also with identifying predications and existential and existential-locative structures. 

Nevertheless, it was revealed that there is not a direct correlation between a 

particular type of verbonominal predication and its Czech counterpart. On the contrary, the 

                                                 
15 This explanation concerns verbonominal predications in the colloquial language. We do not contradict the 
statement of the grammars about the higher occurrence of Czech verbonominal predications in highly 
specialized texts (e.g. Vachek 1990: 99-100). In fact, we distinguish the type of verbonominal predications 
according to the level of formality. Whereas in the formal register verbonominal predications tend to be used 
more frequently and they are charged with semantic information, in colloquial and informal language they 
are used in simple structures that are not semantically overcharged. More complex structures are preferably 
realized by verbal predications. 
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correspondence should be interpreted in terms of Skali�ka’s asymmetrical dualism 

(Skali�ka 1935: 298). It implies that there are usually more counterparts available to one 

type of verbonominal predication.  

Obviously, some types of English verbonominal predications are more restricted to 

a particular kind of Czech counterparts, such as qualifying and classifying predications. 

Others are more open to a choice, such as identifying predications or predications of the 

object type, to which there were verbonominal counterparts, purely verbal counterparts, 

verbal predications with object complementation and also non-verbal structures.  

We can see that the final structure is influenced by a number of interrelated factors 

including the situational and grammatical contexts, subject matter, stylistic requirements, 

writer’s and translator’s idiolects and in translated texts the interference of the source 

language. 

 

The results in this work confirmed the typological differences between the two 

languages. It showed the differences between the frameworks of verbonominal 

predications in English and in Czech and pointed to some tendencies concerning the 

distribution of Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications. At the same time 

it presented the phenomenon in its complexity and revealed cases that require further and 

more detailed analysis.  

In particular, predications of the object type and identifying predications are worth 

examining in more detail. It is these two types that displayed the biggest diversity of Czech 

counterparts. It is necessary to examine the proportions of the particular types of these 

counterparts and the factors influencing their respective distribution. It is especially the 

proportion of purely verbal structures that should be put in focus of the analysis. 

These results would supply valuable information on the overall proportion of Czech 

verbal structures correlated with the English verbonominal predications. Consequently, 

they would contribute to the research of the typological differences between English and 

Czech. 
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Appendix 1 - Glossary of Czech linguistic terms and their translation 
into English 
 
Glossary of Czech linguistic terms

cleft sentence vytýkací d�razový opis

compound/long form of adjectives složený/dlouhý tvar adjektiv

continuous subject pr�b�žnost podm�tu

modal predicatives modální predikativa

predicative clause vedlejší v�ta p�ísudková

nominal/short form of adjective jmenný/krátký tvar adjektiv

one/two-element clause v�ta jedno�lenná/dvou�lenná

predicatives predikativa

subjectless clause v�ta bezpodm�tná 

subordinate clause with conjunction vedlejší v�ta spojková

pro-verb zástupné sloveso

verb phrase composed of two or more constituents slovesa dvou a víceslovná  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
II

A
ppendix 2 - A

dditional Tables 
 

Table 1A Types of copular verbs 

Table 2A Semantic classification of English verbonominal predications 

Types of English copular verbs

Type BE 108 86,40% 101 80,80% 117 93,60% 121 96,80% 447 89,40%

94 87,04% 100 99,01% 117 100,00% 119 98,35% 430 96,20%

5 4,63% 1 0,99% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 6 1,34%

9 8,33% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 1 0,83% 10 2,24%

0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 1 0,83% 1 0,22%

Type BECOME 3 2,40% 4 3,20% 3 2,40% 1 0,80% 11 2,20%

Object type 14 11,20% 20 16,00% 5 4,00% 3 2,40% 42 8,40%

TOTAL 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 500 100,00%

TotalLodge Viewegh Stoppard Klíma

verb be

verbs of perception

factitive verbs

expressing state or action

Semantic classification of English verbonominal predications

Qualifying 68 54,40% 63 50,40% 56 44,80% 60 48,00% 247 49,40%

Classifying 11 8,80% 16 12,80% 22 17,60% 15 12,00% 64 12,80%

Identifying 15 12,00% 28 22,40% 15 12,00% 30 24,00% 88 17,60%

Possessive 5 4,00% 0 0,00% 13 10,40% 1 0,80% 19 3,80%

Eventive 2 1,60% 0 0,00% 2 1,60% 2 1,60% 6 1,20%

Existential 7 5,60% 12 9,60% 3 2,40% 8 6,40% 30 6,00%

Predicative adjunct 4 3,20% 1 0,80% 5 4,00% 7 5,60% 17 3,40%

Other 13 10,40% 5 4,00% 9 7,20% 2 1,60% 29 5,80%

TOTAL 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 500 100,00%

TOTALLodge Stoppard Viewegh Klíma
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Table 3A Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications 

Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications

Verbonominal 49 39,20% 54 43,20% 66 52,80% 48 38,40% 217 43,40%

Verbal 63 50,40% 57 45,60% 44 35,20% 55 44,00% 219 43,80%

10 15,87% 6 10,53% 0 0,00% 7 12,73% 23 10,50%

5 7,94% 1 1,75% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 6 2,74%

Non-verbal 12 9,60% 14 11,20% 9 7,20% 15 12,00% 50 10,00%

Ellipsis 1 0,80% 0 0,00% 5 4,00% 7 5,60% 13 2,60%

Other 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 1 0,80% 0 0,00% 1 0,20%

TOTAL 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 125 100,00% 500 100,00%

Lodge Viewegh TotalStoppard Klíma

Pro-verbs

Verbs of perception
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Table 4A Czech counterparts to English nouns and adjectives in the nominal part 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5A Stability of Czech counterparts to the English nominal parts 

 

Czech counterparts to English nominal part 419 100,00%

English nouns 237 100,00%

Nouns-verbonominal predication 88 37,13%

Nouns-verbal predication or non-verbal structure 85 35,86%

Adjectives-verbonominal predication 10 4,22%

Adjectives-verbal predication or non-verbal structure 4 1,69%

Verbs 35 14,77%

Other 15 6,33%

English adjectives 182 100,00%

Adjectives-verbonominal predicaton 69 37,91%

Adjectives-verbal predication or non-verbal structure 12 6,59%

Nouns-verbonominal predication 15 8,24%

Nouns-verbal predication or non-verbal structure 12 6,59%

Adverbs as modifiers of verbs 9 4,95%

Verbs 45 24,73%

Other 20 10,99%

Czech counterparts to English nominal parts 419 100,00%

Same word class 254 60,62%

157 61,81%

97 38,19%

Different word class 165 39,38%

41 24,85%

9 5,45%

80 48,48%

35 21,21%

Verbnominal predication

Verbal predication; non-verbal structure

Adjectives, nouns

Adverbs

Verbs

Other
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Table 6A Stability of Czech counterparts to the English nominal parts in TE (Chart 4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7A Stability of Czech counterparts to the English nouns in TE texts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8A Stability of Czech counterparts to the English adjectives in TE texts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 9A Syntactic structures of Czech counterparts in TE 

 
 
 

Counterparts to English nominal parts (TE)
Same word class 131 61,79%

81 61,83%

50 38,17%

Different word class 81 38,21%

26 32,10%

6 7,41%

34 41,98%

15 18,52%

TOTAL 212 100,00%

Verbonominal predication

Verbal predication; non-verbal structure

Adjectives, nouns

Adverbs

Verbs

Other

Nouns 113 100,00%

Nouns_Czech nouns 86 76,11%

42 48,84%

44 51,16%

Czech nouns_verbonominal predication

Czech nouns_verbal predication or non-verbal structure

Adjectives 99 100,00%

Adjectives_Czech adjectives 45 45,45%

39 86,67%

6 13,33%

Czech adjectives_verbonominal predication

Czech adjectives_verbal predication or non-verbal structures

Syntactic structure 212 100,00%

Verbonominal predication 98 46,23%

Verbal predication or non-verbal structure 99 46,70%

50 23,58%

34 16,04%

15 7,08%

Other 15 7,08%

Same word class

Verbs

Other
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Table 10A Types of word formation of English nominal parts of predicate (Chart 2)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 11A Stability of Czech counterparts to the English nominal parts in TE and OC texts (Chart 6) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Types of word formation 
Simple 152 71,70%

Derived 48 22,64%

33 68,75%

5 10,42%

10 20,83%

Conversion 8 3,77%

Compound 4 1,89%

TOTAL 212 100,00%

Deverbal

Deadjectival

Denominal

Czech counterparts to English nominal parts TE x OC

Same word class 131 61,79% 123 59,42%

81 61,83% 76 61,79%

50 38,17% 47 38,21%

Different word class 81 38,21% 84 40,58%

26 32,10% 15 17,86%

6 7,41% 3 3,57%

34 41,98% 46 54,76%

15 18,52% 20 23,81%

TOTAL 212 100,00% 207 100,00%

Lodge+Stoppard Viewegh+Klíma

Verbonominal predication

Verbal predication; non-verbal structure

Adjectives, nouns

Adverbs

Verbs

Other
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Table 12A Semantic classification of English verbonominal predications in OE and TC texts 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 13A Types of copular verbs in OE and TC texts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Semantic classification of verbonominal predication - OE x TC

Qualifying 131 52,40% 116 46,40%

Classifying 27 10,80% 37 14,80%

Identifying 43 17,20% 45 18,00%

Possessive 5 2,00% 14 5,60%

Eventive 2 0,80% 4 1,60%

Existential 19 7,60% 11 4,40%

Predicative adjunct 5 2,00% 12 4,80%

Other 18 7,20% 11 4,40%

Total 250 100,00% 250 100,00%

Lodge+Stoppard Viewegh+Klíma

Types of copular verbs OE x TC

Type "BE" 225 90,00% 222 88,80%

211 93,78% 219 98,65%

5 2,22% 1 0,45%

9 4,00% 1 0,45%

0 0,00% 1 0,45%

Type "BECOME" 6 2,40% 5 2,00%

Object type 19 7,60% 23 9,20%

TOTAL 250 100,00% 250 100,00%

Lodge+Stoppard Viewegh+Klíma

Verb be

Verbs of perception

Factitive verbs

Expressing state or action
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  Table 14A Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications in TE and OC texts (Chart 5) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 15A Semantic classification of English verbonominal predications in the novels and in the plays 
(Chart 8) 

 
 
 

Counterparts to English verbonominal predications in TE and OC

Verbonominal 115 46,00% 102 40,80%

Verbal 107 42,80% 112 44,80%

10 9,35% 13 11,61%

5 4,67% 1 0,89%

Non-verbal 21 8,40% 29 11,60%

Ellipsis 6 2,40% 7 2,80%

Other 1 0,40% 0 0,00%

TOTAL 250 100,00% 250 100,00%

Lodge+Stoppard Viewegh+Klíma

Pro-verbs

Verbs of perception

Semantic classification of English verbonominal predication

Qualifying 124 49,60% 123 49,20%

Classifying 33 13,20% 31 12,40%

Identifying 30 12,00% 58 23,20%

Possessive 18 7,20% 1 0,40%

Eventive 4 1,60% 2 0,80%

Existential 10 4,00% 20 8,00%

Predicative adjunct 9 3,60% 8 3,20%

Other 22 8,80% 7 2,80%

TOTAL 250 100,00% 250 100,00%

Novels Plays
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Table 16A Types of copular verbs in the novels and in the plays (Chart 7) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 17A Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications in the novels and in the plays (Chart 9) 

 

 

Types of copular verbs

Type "BE" 209 83,60% 238 95,20%

194 92,82% 236 99,16%

6 2,87% 0 0,00%

9 4,31% 1 0,42%

0 0,00% 1 0,42%

Type "BECOME" 7 2,80% 4 1,60%

Object type 34 13,60% 8 3,20%

TOTAL 250 100,00% 250 100,00%

Novels Plays

Verb be

Verbs of perception

Factitive verbs

Expressing state or action

Czech counterparts to English verbonominal predications

Verbonominal 103 41,20% 114 45,60%

Verbal 120 48,00% 99 39,60%

16 13,33% 7 7,07%

6 5,00% 0 0,00%

Non-verbal 26 10,40% 24 9,60%

Ellipsis 1 0,40% 12 4,80%

Other 0 0,00% 1 0,40%

TOTAL 250 100,00% 250 100,00%

Novels Plays

Pro-verbs

Verbs of perception
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Appendix 3 – Excerpts from the authentic texts 
 

 
David Lodge - Paradise News 

 
St Joseph’s hospital was a modestly proportioned building. 92  
Nemocnice ST. Joseph’s byla nevelká budova. 84 
 
The Emergency Department had an air of calm, unostentatious efficiency that Bernard 
found reassuring. 92 
Úrazové odd�lení p�sobilo klidným, neokázale efektivním dojmem, což Bernarda 
uklidnilo. 84 
 
Apparently it could have been worse,… 92 
Z�ejm� to mohlo být ješt� horší… 85 
 
The treatment would probably be just bed-rest for two or three weeks, but a physician 
would have to be assigned to take responsibility for him. 
Lé�ba bude patrn� spo�ívat v pouhém klidu na l�žku po dobu dvou až t�í týdn�, ale bude 
zapot�ebí ur�it odborného léka�e. 
 
It would be a great help, said Sonia Mee, if you could let us have the name of the 
insurance copany… 
Moc by nám pomohlo, navrhla Sonia Mee, kdybyste nám laskav� co nejd�ív sd�lil jméno 
vaší pojiš�ovny. 
 
„That is not necessary,“ she said. 
„To není nutné,“ p�esv�d�ovala ho. 
 
…and gave him an account, as brief and reassuring… 93 
…a co nejstru�n�ji a s optimismem mu vylí�il, co se událo. 
 
Traffic was heavy on the freeway… 
Provoz na dálnici byl hustý… 
 
„Gets worse all the time,“… 
„Je to �ím dál horší,“… 
 
The phrase seemed applicable to Bernard’s own situation. 
Zdálo se, že ta v�ta platí i o Bernardov� vlastní situaci. 
 
…all he had achieved was to get his fater run over. 
… a zatím docílil jen toho, že otce porazilo auto. 
 
…but it was all right: it seemed that his father was covered for medical expense up to a 
limit of a milion pounds. 
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…ale vše bylo v po�ádku: vypadalo to, že otec je pojišt�n na náklady za lé�ení do výše 
jednoho milionu liber. 
 
It was mid-afternoon before he finally came face to face with Ursula. 94 
Odpoledne se už dost nachýlilo, když se kone�n� setkal tvá�í v tvá� s Uršulou. 86 
 
The „nursing home“ turned out to be smallish private house…  
Ze „soukromého penzionu“ se vyklubal menší d�m… 
 
The street seemed deserted. 
Ulice vypadala opušt�n�. 
 
The distant hum of traffic was the only audible sound in the sultry afternoon. 
Jediným zvukem, který byl v parném odpoledni slyšet, byl šum dopravy. 
 
The car was a biscuit coloured Honda,… - the cheapest he could get. 
Honda hn�dé barvy,…- byla nejlevn�jší, co mohl sehnat. 
 
There was no nameplate outside the house,… 
Na dom� chyb�l název,… 
 
The front door was open, apart from a wire-mesh insect screen. 
Dve�e do domu byly otev�ené, ale byla v nich drát�ná sí�ka.  
 
„How is she?“ 
„Jak se jí da�í?“ 
 
It was dark in the hallway. 
…byla na chodb� tma… 
 
„I’m sure you do your best, Mrs Jones,“… 95 
„Ur�it� d�láte, co m�žete, paní Joensová,”… 87 
 
The phrase sounded stiff and mechanical to his own ears,… 
…a ta v�ta mu zn�la upjat� a formáln�,… 
 
If he closed his eyes he could have been back in his days of parish visiting… 
Kdyby zav�el o�i, mohl by se op�t ocitnout v dobách, kdy navšt�voval farníky… 
 
…the cooking smells were different here,… 
…že tady jsou jiné kuchy�ské pachy,… 
 
“It’s great to see you.” 
„To je skv�lé, že jsi tady.“  
 
…but it was nevertheless a shock to see the pitifully thin limbs,…  
…p�esto ho však šokovalo, když spat�il ty uboze vychrtlé kon�etiny,… 
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But she was unmistakably his aunt. 96 
Byla to však nepochybn� jeho teta. 
 
The Walsh head,…,was all too recognizable – it was almost a skull. 
Walshovská hlava,…, byla až p�íliš dob�e k poznání – byla to skoro jen lebka. 88  
 
It was like a premonitory glimpse of what his father would look like… 
P�ipadalo mu to jako záblesk p�edtuchy toho, jak bude vypadat jeho otec… 
 
„I’am afraid Daddy’s had an accident.“  
„Ta�ka m�l bohužel úraz.“  
 
Bernard was surprised by the keenness of his dissappointment as he made his 
admission,… 
Bernarda p�i t�chto slovech p�ekvapila síla jeho vlastního zklamání… 
 
It was his own vanity, as well as his father’s hip, that had been injured by the accident.  
P�i té nehod� utrp�la zran�ní i jeho ješitnost, nejen otcova pánev. 
 
This is terrible. 
To je hrozné. 
 
It wasn’t your fault. 
Nebyla to tvoje chyba. 
 
Jack was a holy terror about crossing the road. 
Jack byl vždycky hrozné dít�, pokud šlo o p�echázení ulice. 
 
Drove Mummy crazy when we were kids. 
Když jsme byli malí, p�ivád�l tím matku o rozum. 
 
You’re sure the insurance will cover everything? 
Víš ur�it�, že pojiš�ovna všechno zaplatí? 
 
It looks as if we shall overrun our fortnight. 
Vypadá to, že ty plánované dva týdny p�etáhneme. 
 
Waikiki’s full of criminals these days.  
Na Waikiki je to te� samej kriminálník.  
 
There’s a brown cookie jar in the kitchen cupboard that I use. 
V kuchyni mám v kredenci takovou hn�dou krabici od bonbon�.  
 
 
Are you in pain?  
Máš bolesti? 
 
She’s from Fiji or the Philippines… 97  
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Ona je z Fidži nebo z Filipín…  
 
I’ve been constipated ever since I got here. 
Co jsem tady, mám po�ád zácpu.  
 
I think it’s the painkillers.  
To bude t�mi analgetiky.  
 
And it’s so darned hot. 
A ješt� k tomu ta vedra. 
 
The trades don’t seem to find their way into this bit of Honolulu. 
Do téhle �ásti Honolulu pasát z�ejm� nezabloudí. 89 
 
The blind on the Windows was broken… 
Okenní roleta byla rozbitá… 
 
…which seemed to be full of abandoned domestic appliances, refrigerators and washing 
machines,… 
…který byl z�ejm� skladišt�m vyhozených p�ístroj� pro domácnost, ledni�ek a pra�ek,… 
 
There was a stain on one wall,… 
Na jedné st�n� byla zaschlá skvrna…  
 
The wooden floor was dusty. 
Prkennou podlahu pokrýval prach. 
 
Is this the best place the hospital could find to put you in?  
Nic lepšího pro tebe nemocnice nenašla? 
 
I’m not a wealthy woman, Bernard.  
Nejsem bohatá, Bernarde. 
 
I have been living mainly on social security and it isn’t easy. 
Žiju hlavn� ze sociální podpory, a to není snadné. 
 
Honolulu has the highest cost of living in the States, you know.  
Víš, v Honolulu jsou nejvyšší životní náklady ve Státech.  
 
I made some bad investments in the seventies, lost a lot. 
V sedmdesátých letech jsem ud�lala pár špatných investic a hrozn� jsem tratila.  
 
…but they took a tumble in eigty-seven. 
…ty ale v osmdesátém sedmém prudce klesly. 
 
The arrangement is that Mrs Jones calls him at the hospital if she thinks it is necessary.  
Existuje dohoda, že mu paní Jonesová zavolá do nemocnice, když to bude považovat za 
nutné. 
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Has he been here at all?  
Byl tady v�bec n�kdy?  
 
She seems very nice. 98 
Zdá se mi, že je moc hodná. 
 
She’s nosy as hell. 
Do všeho strká nos. 
 
Don’t tell her anything, or it’ll be all round the apartment block befpre you can blink.  
Nic jí nevykládej, nebo toho bude plný d�m, než se nad�ješ.  
 
She was very helpful… 
Moc nám pomohla,… 
 
It doesn’t seem fair. 
Je to nespravedlivé. 
 
…and the first thing that happens is one of you gets run over.  
…a první, co se stane, je to, že jednoho z vás porazí auto. 
 
Bernard was silent. 
Bernard ml�el. 90 
 
Oh, I’m so sorry to hear that. 
Ach, je mi líto, že tohle �íkáš. 
  
Ursula closed her eyes and looked despondent. 
Uršula zav�ela o�i a vypadala sklí�en�. 
 
There was a woman you wanted to marry, wasn’t there? 
Ty sis cht�l vzít n�jakou ženu, vi�? 
 
Daphne was just…a catalyst. 
Daphne byla jen…katalyzátor. 
 
What’s that? 
Co to znamená? 
 
It sounds like something nasty… 
Zní to jako n�co ošklivého,… 
 
That’s a catheter, I think,… 
Ty myslíš asi katétr,… 
 
A catalyst is a chemical term. 
Katalyzátor je chemický výraz. 
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…what a catalyst is. 
…co to je katalyzátor. 
 
We have more important things to talk about. 99 
Jsou tady d�ležit�jší v�ci, o kterých si musíme promluvit. 
 
There are things I still find difficult to believe. 
N�kterým v�cem je mi po�ád zat�žko uv��it.  
 
I’m afraid I’m the wrong person to ask, Ursula.  
Obávám se, že nejsem ten správný �lov�k, kterého by ses m�la ptát, Uršulo.  
 
I’m afraid I’m a great disappointment to you in every way. 
Mám pocit, že jsem pro Tebe v každém ohledu zklamáním. 
 
No, no, it’s a great comfort to have you here.  
Ne, ne, je to veliká út�cha, že jsi tady se mnou. 
 
Is there anything else you would like to talk about? 
Cht�la bys se mnou mluvit ješt� o n��em jiném? 
 
Well, there are all kinds of decisions to be made. 
Nap�íklad je zapot�ebí rozhodnout o spoust� v�cí. 
 
Perhaps that would be sensible,… 
Možná by to bylo rozumné,… 
 
They’re astronomical. 
Jsou to astronomické sumy. 91 
 
…let’s be practical.  
…bu�me konkrétní. 
 
Some of them were crazy. 
N�kte�í z nich byli blázni. 
 
What’s the point in not spending your savings? 
Jaký smysl má neutratit ty úspory? 
 
Don’t be ridiculous. 100 
Nebu� legra�ní. 
 
That wasn’t the impression you gave me on the phone last week. 
Takový dojem jsem si z našeho telefonického rozhovoru minulý týden neodnesla. 
 
Her chocolate fudge was very popular. 
Její �okoládový fondán byl velmi oblíbený. 
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That’s about it. 
A to je asi vše. 
 
…when I was a boy... 
…když jsem byl malý. 
 
It was white, with red polka dots, right? 
Byly bílé s �ervenými puntíky, vi�? 
 
Well, she’s badly constipated. 
Hm, má ošklivou zácpu. 
 
…and the steering wheel was almost too hot to hold. 
…a rozpálený volant se tém�� nedal držet. 
 
But he was glad to be out of the dark airless house… 
Ale byl rád, že je pry� z tmavého domu,… 
 
…the animal satisfaction of being healthy and mobile rather than ill and bedridden. 101 
…to živo�išné uspokojení, že je zdravý a pohyblivý, a nikoli nemocný a upoutaný na 
l�žko. 
 
…and his journey to Mrs Jones’s house had been a somewhat nervecracking experience. 
…a jeho cesta k pemzionu paní Jonesové byla nervy drásajícím zážitkem. 
 
…his left foot had a tendency to depress the brake pedal as if it were a clutch,… 
…levá noha sešlapovala pedál brzdy, jako když šlape na spojku… 
 
The best way to avoid this, he worked out, was to tuck his left foot under the driver’s 
seat,… 
Bernard p�išel na to, že nejlépe se tomu vyhne tak, že levou nohu zastr�í pod své 
sedadlo,… 
 
At st Joseph’s, Sonia Mee took Bernard’s insurance policy and seemed satisfied with what 
she read in it. 
V nemocnici St Joseph si Sonia Mee vzala Bernardovu pojistnou smlouvu a zdálo se, že je 
spokojena s tím, co v ní stálo. 93 
 
The receptionist in the lobby recommended a department stored called Penney’s and gave 
him directions to the Ala Moana Shopping Center,… 
Recep�ní v nemocni�ní hale mu doporu�ila obchodní d�m Penney’s a udala mu adresu 
nákupního st�ediska Ala Moana. 
 
...until he stumbled upon Penney’s at the top of an escalator and made his purchases. 102 
…dokud na konci jednoho eskalátoru nenarazil na Penney’s a nenakoupil. 
 
He closed his eyes for a moment and fell instantly asleep. 
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Na chvilku zav�el o�i a okamžit� usnul. 
 
It was eight o’clock and nearly dark outside… 
Bylo osm hodin a venku tém�� tma… 
 
…he had been asleep for over an hour. 
…spal více než hodinu. 
 
Hallo, this is Yolande Miller,… 
Haló, tady je Yolande Millerová,… 
 
I was the driver of the car. 
�ídila jsem to auto. 
 
Well, I’m glad it’s no worse,… 
Jsem ráda, že to není horší,… 
 
We’re not here on vacation,… 
Nejsme tu na dovolené,… 
 
That’s too bad. 
To je hrozné. 

Tom Stoppard - Arcadia 
 
Septimus, what is carnal embrace? 1 
Co je to karnální ob�tí, Septime? 99 
 
Carnal embrace is the practise of throwing one’s arms around a side of beef. 
Karnálníob�tí je jistý zp�sob, jak uchopit do náru�e p�lku hov�zího. 
 
Is that all? 
To� vše? 
 
Is it a sin? 
Je to h�ích? 
 
…but when carnal embrace is sinful it is a sin of flesh. 2 
…je-li však karnální ob�tí h�íchem, je to h�ích t�la,… 
 
I am sorry that the seed fell on stony ground. 
Mrzí mne, že sém� padlo na kamenitou p�du. 
 
That was the sin of Onan, wasn’t it, Septimus? 
Nebyl to h�ích Onan�v, Septime? 
 
…and she was hardly the wiser after it than before. 
…ale nebyla z toho o nic moud�ejší než p�edtím. 
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It is very difficult, Septimus. 
Je to moc t�žké, Septime. 
 
…there would be no need to ask you. 
…neptal bych se vás. 
 
...there might be more carnality in your algebra than in Mr Charter’s Couch of Eros. 
…že ve vaší algeb�e m�že být více karnálnosti než v Divanu Érotovu od pana Chartera. 
 
Oh, it was not my algebra. 
Ach, to nebyla má algebra. 
 
The idea is absurd. 
Absurdní myšlenka. 
 
So, thus far, the only people who know about this are Mr Noakes the landskip architect, 
the groom, the butler, the cook and, of course, Mrs Chater’s husband, the poet. 3 
Takže až doposud o tom ví pouze pan Noakes, zahradní architekt, podkoní, komorník, 
kucha�ka a samoz�ejm� pan Charter. 
 
I think you have not been candid with me, Septimus. 
Myslím, že ke mn� nejste up�ímný, Septime. 
 
A gazebo is not, after all, a meat larder. 
Besídka p�ece není žádná spižírna. 
 
I never said my definition was complete. 
Nikdy jsem netvrdil, že má vysv�tlení jsou vy�erpávající. 
 
Is carnal embrace kissing? 
Karnální objetí znamená líbání? 101 
 
I hope you are ashamed. 
Že se nestydíte! 
 
Yes, I am ashamed. 
Ano, stydím se. 
 
Carnal embrace is sexual congress, which is the insertion of the male genital organ into 
the female genital organ... 
Karnální objetí je pohlavní styk, což zna�í zasunutí mužského pohlavního orgánu do 
ženského pohlavního orgánu… 
 
…when x, y and z are the whole numbers each raised to power of n,… 
…že když x, y a z jsou p�irozená �ísla umocn�ná na entou… 
 
…when n is greater than 2. 
…je-li v�tší než dva. 
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Nevertheless, that is the theorem. 
Nicmén� tak zní ta v�ta. 
 
It is disgusting and incomprehensible. 
Je to odporné a nepochopitelné.  
 
Now when I am grown to practise it myself... 
Až budu dost velká, abych to mohla praktikovat sama,… 
 
There is nothing more to be said about sexual congress. 4 
O pohlavním styku se už nic víc pov�d�t nedá. 
 
Is it the same as love? 
Je to totéž co láska? 
 
Oh no, it is much nicer than that. 
Je to n�co mnohem krásn�jšího. 
 
…Mr Chater said it was urgent you receive his letter. 
…ale pan Chater �íkal, že vám mám bez prodlení doru�it jeho dopis. 
 
Well, my answer is that it is my custom and my duty to his lordship I am engaged until a 
quarter to twelve in the education of his daughter. 
Takže má odpov�� zní, že je mým zvykem a povinností k jeho lordstvu, abych se do 
t�i�tvrt� na dvanáct v�noval výuce jeho dcery. 
 
When I am done, and if Mr Chater is still there, I will be happy to wait upon him in the 
gunroom. 
Až skon�ím, a bude-li pan Chater stále k dispozici, milerád za ním do zbrojnice p�ijdu. 
 
What is for dinner, Jellaby? 
Co je k ob�du, Jellaby? 102 
 
…but in the scheme of the garden he is as the serpent. 
…ale v zahrad� se chová jako had. 
 
Indeed, the pudding does not notice and continues to turn pink just as before. 5 
Opravdu, pudink toho v�bec nedbá a z�stane r�žový. 
 
Do you think this is odd? 
Nep�ipadá vám to zvláštní? 
 
…until pink is complete,… 
...dokud není r�žová zcela jednolitá,… 
 
Septimus, do you think God is a Newtonian? 
Septime, myslíte, že B�h je newtonián? 
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Almost certainly, I’m afraid. 
Obávám se, že tak�ka ur�it�. 
 
We must ask your brother to make his first enquiry. 
Musíme požádat vašeho bratra, aby se na to p�eptal. 
 
Am I the first person to have thought of this? 
Nejsem náhodou první �lov�k, koho to napadlo? 
 
…then if you were really, really good at algebra… 
…a kdybyste byl skute�n�, skute�n� dobrý znalec algebry… 103 
 
…and nobody can be so clever as to do it,… 
…ale i když nikdo není tak chytrý, aby tohle dokázal,… 
 
As far as I know, you are the first person to have thought of this. 6 
Ano, pokud je mi známo, tak jste první, koho tohle napadlo. 
 
…the margin being too narrow for his purpose,… 
…ale okraj knihy byl p�íliš malý, než aby jej mohl pojmout. 
 
The answer is perfectly obvious. 
Odpov�t� je nabíledni. 
 
I will be at liberty at a quarter to twelve, if that is convenient. 
Budu volný ve t�i�tvrt� na dvanáct, pokud vám to vyhovuje. 
 
…that your business is more important than his daughter’s lesson. 
…že vaše v�c je d�ležit�jší, než vyu�ovací hodina jeho dcery. 
 
There will be an extra spoonful of jam if you find his proof. 
Dostanete lžíci marmelády navíc, objevíte-li jeho d�kaz. 
 
There is no proof, Septimus. 
Žádný d�kaz neexistuje, Septime. 
 
The thing that is perfectly obvious is that the note in the margin was a joke to make you 
all mad. 
Je nabíledni, že ta poznámka na okraji byl vtip, který vás m�l všechny dohnat k šílenství. 
 
Now, sir, what is this business that cannot wait? 
Nuže, pane, co je tou v�cí, která nem�že po�kat? 
 
You are mistaken. 
Mýlíte se. 
 
I made love to your wife in the gazebo. 
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Já jsem se s vaší chotí v besídce miloval. 
 
…by God, sir, it is a slander. 
…pak je to pomluva, pane, jako že je b�h nade mnou. 
 
…to make a refuge for your cowardice. 
…abyste zakryl svoji zbab�lost. 104 
 
Mrs Chater is charming and spirited,… 7 
Paní Charterová je p�vabná a temperamentní dáma,… 
 
…she is the epitome of all the qualities society applauds in her sex… 
… je zt�lesn�ní všech p�edností, jež spole�nost v jejím pohlaví ctí… 
 
…and yet her chief renown is for a readiness… 
...a p�esto její v�hlas spo�ívá v jejím daru… 
 
There are no more than two or three poets of the first rank now living,… 
V téhle zemi víc než dva �i t�i prvot�ídní básníci nežijí… 
 
Who are the others? 
A kdo ješt�? 
 
…this goes very ill, Hodge. 
…tohle se mi pranic nezamlouvá, Hodgei. 
 
And I would say the same to Milton were he not already dead. 
A �ekl bych to i Miltonovi, kdyby nebyl po smrti. 
 
…and if that were not bad enough,… 
…a jako by to nebylo dost,… 
By heaven, you are right! 
Máte pravdu, jako že jsou nebesa nad námi! 105 
 
It is not a question, sir. 8 
O tom není sporu, pane. 
 
Is this your estimation? 
To je vskutku váš názor? 
 
It is my intent. 
To je m�j názor… 
 
Well, I must say. That is certainly… 
Inu, tedy…To je jist�… 
 
I make notes, of course,… 
�iním si poznámky,… 
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…when all is ready and I am calm in my mind… 
…až to vše vst�ebám a v klidném rozmyslu… 
 
There is nothing that woman would not do for me! 
Ta žena by pro m� ud�lala první poslední! 
 
Yes, by God, she is a wife to me, sir! 
Ano, p�ísáhám Bohu, je mi pravou chotí, pane! 
 
Captain Brice once made the same observation! 9 
Kapitám Brice dosp�l svého �asu k témuž náhledu! 
 
It was all nonsence, sir… 
Byl to holý nesmysl, pane… 106 
 
This is more than I deserve, this is handsome,… 
To je víc, než si zasloužím, velkorysá slova,… 
 
Mr Noakes, this is monstrous! 10 
Pane Noakesi, to je ohavné! 
 
I am glad to hear it from you, Mr Hodge. 
Jsem ráda, že to slyším práv� od vás, pane Hodgei. 
 
A lesson in folly is worth two in wisdom. 
Jedna lekce v hlouposti vydá za dv� v moudrosti. 
 
Is Sidley Park to be an Englishman’s garden or the haunt of Corsican brigands? 
Hodláte ze Sidley Parku u�init anglickou zahradu nebop rejdišt� korsických bandit�? 107 
 
It is rape, sir! 
To je znásiln�ní, pane! 
 
It is the modern style. 
To je dneska v mód�. 
 
…but so it is. 
...ale je tomu tak. 
 
In my opinion, Mr Noakes’s scheme for the garden is perfect. 
Podle mého názoru jsou projekty pana Noakese pro naši zahradu dokonalé. 
 
It is a Salvator! 
Je to vyložený Salvátor! 
 
He is indeed the very exemplar of the picturesque style. 11 
Typický p�íklad pitoreskního stylu. 
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Hodge, what is this? 
Hodgei, o �em je v�bec �e�? 
 
How is a ruined child different fom a ruined castle? 
Jak se liší zpustlé dít� od zpustlého zámku? 
 
A ruined castle is pictoresque, certainly. 
Zpustlý zámek je samoz�ejm� velice malebný. 
 
That is the main difference. 
V tom je ten hlavní rozdíl. 
 
I am very sorry for it. 
Je mi to moc líto. 108 
 
It is plain that there are some things a girl is allowed to understand,… 
Existují z�ejm� v�ci, kterým mladá dívka smí porozum�t,… 
 
…but there are others,... 
…ale pak jsou zde jiné,… 
 
…until she is old enough to have a carcass of her own. 
…dokud není dost stará, aby si mohla po�ídit vlastní dobyt�e. 
 
Mr Hodge, ignorance should be like an empty vessel waiting to be filled at the well of 
truth,… 
Pane Hodgei, nev�domost by se m�la podobat prázdné nádob� �ekající na své napln�ní ze 
studn� pravdy,… 
 
Mr Noakes – now at last it is your turn... 
Pane Noakesi – takže te� je �ada na vás… 
 
Your drawing is a very wonderful transformation. 
Vaše kresby napovídají úchvatnou prom�nu. 
 
Here is the Park as it appears to us now, and here is as it might be when Mr Noakes has 
done with it. 12 
Takhle se nám Sidley Park jeví dnes, a takhle by mohl vypadat, až s ním pan Noakes 
skoncuje. 
 
Where there is the familiar pastoral refinement of an Englishman’s garden,…  
Zatímco tady vidíme d�v�rn� známou pastorální vyt�íbenost anglické zahrady,…  
 
…here is an eruption of gloomy forest and towering crag, of ruins where there was never 
a house,… 
…zde bují chmurný hvozd a ty�í se útesy z�ícenin tam, kde jakt�živo nestál žádný d�m… 
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…where there was neither spring nor a stone… 
…kde se jakt�živo nenacházel pramen �i kámen,… 
 
My hyacinth dell has become a haunt for hobgoblins,… 
Mé hyacintové údolí�ko se zm�nilo v eldorádo sk�et�,… 
 
...which I am assured is superior to the one at Kew, and for all I know at Peking,... 
…o n�mž jsem p�esv�d�ena, že p�ed�í i ten v Kew, a co já vím, snad i mostky 
pekingské,… 
 
Pray, what is this rustic hovel… 
A ra�te mi vysv�tlit, co má znamenat ta rustikální chatr�,… 
 
That is the hermitage, madam. 
To je poustevna, milosti. 
 
I am bewildered. 
Já žasnu. 
 
It is an irregular, Mr Noakes. 
Je to jakési nevšední, pane Noakesi. 
 
Irregularity is one of the chiefest pronciples of the picturesque style… 
Nevšednost je jedním ze základních znak� pitoreskního, tedy malebného stylu, že ano… 
 
But Sidley Park is already a picture,… 
Ale Sidley Park je sdostatek malebný,… 
 
The slopes are green and gentle. 
Jeho zelené svahy se jemn� vzdouvají. 109 
 

Michal Viewegh – Výchova dívek v �echách 
 
Next morning, there was constant coming and going in our office. 34 
Ráno se v kabinet� dve�e nezav�ely. 35 
 
The first to come was our colleague Stribrny, an eighteen-year-old grammar schoul drop-
out. 
Jako první p�ib�hl kolega St�íbrný, osmnáctiletý gymnazista. 
 
He told us he was on the run from his class of fourteen-year-olds,… 
Zajíkav� nás informoval, že je na út�ku p�ed devá�áky,… 
 
You mustn’t let them become too familiar,… 
Nesmíš si je tolik poušt�t k t�lu,… 
 
There was no time for an answer… 
Odpov�di se ovšem nedo�kal,… 
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But Chvatalova-Sukova was not present. 
Chvátalová-Suková však v kabinet� nebyla. 
 
 Svetlana Trakarova was one of very few women teachers who was truly aware how 
great and also how dangerous was the debt which communist education (with its 
hypocritical puritanism known as socialist morality) had left in the field of sexual 
education,… 
 Sv�tlana Traka�ová si jako jedna z mála u�itelek opravdu uv�domovala, jak obrovský a 
zárove� nebezpe�ný je onen dluh, který nám komunistické školství (se svým pokryteckým 
puritánstvím zvaným socialistická morálka) zanechalo v oblasti sexuální výchovy… 
 
It must be said that she was particularly well fitted for this – by no means easy – task… 35 
Je t�eba �íci, že byla pro tento nelehký úkol mimo�ádn� dob�e disponována,… 36 
 
...the totally open approach she adopted in her family education classes towards matters 
that were until recently taboo was a certain source of gratification to her. 
…a naprostá otev�enost, s níž b�hem výuky p�edm�tu rodinná výchova p�istupovala k 
témat�m ješt� donedávna tabuizovaným, jí naopak p�inášela jistá pot�šení.  
 
…it might have been a cross-section of a uterus… 
…mohl to být pr��ez d�lohou… 
 
Happily, the main focus of Svetlana’s interest that morning was the aforementioned 
educational concert. 
Našt�stí hlavním p�edm�tem Sv�tlanina ranního zájmu byl p�ece jen onen již zmín�ný 
výchovný koncert. 
 
Once a year would be more than enough… 
Jednou ro�n� by bylo ažaž… 
 
„Because music,“ Jaromír declared sweetly, is the food of love.“ 
„Protože hudba,“ pravil líbezn� Jaromír, „je jazyk srdce.“ 
 
...every dialogue you read is a legally authenticated tape recording. 
…že každý dialog, který �tete, je notá�sky ov��eným magnetofonovým záznamem. 
 
The autor indicated stylistically to his readers that their hero is the autor himself and that 
the precisely described conflicts are his own,… 
Autor stylizuje své p�íb�hy tak, aby �tená� vytušil, že jejich hrdinou je sám spisovatel, že 
jsou to p�esn� popsané jeho konflikty,… 
 
…so that it is impossible to confirm the identity without risk of error. 36 
...aby toto ztotožn�ní nebylo možné bez rizika omylu potvrdit. 37 
 
…it would be worth stressing here that this is not a fabricated name. 
…by možná bylo dobré zd�raznit, že jde opravdu o nesmyšlené jméno. 
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…and should therefore be the better informed why I was there. 
…a že musel tudíž nejlépe v�d�t, pro� p�icházím. 
 
Our mutual hostility had been an open secret for a long time already… 
Naše nep�átelství nabylo již dávno zcela otev�ené podoby,… 
 
I think it might be under that tin of fishing spinners,… 
Mám dojem, že je pod tou plechovou krabicí s t�pytkami,… 
 
I’m pleased to hear it,… 
To rád slyším,… 
 
That could mean that it’s actually good. 
Mohlo by to znamenat, že je opravdu dobrý. 
 
It’s not good! 
Není dobrý! 
 
There’s too much about Vancura. 
Je moc o Van�urovi. 
 
It was a well-known fact that the name of that leftwing intellectual in the school’s title was 
a thorn in the Principal’s flesh. 37 
Bylo všeobecn� známo, že jméno onoho levicového intelektuála v názvu školy je trnem 
v �editelov� oku. 
 
I assume that was a question.  
P�edpokládám, že to byla otázka. 38 
 
The answer is no. 
Odpov�� zní ne. 
 
…as if these proven commercial achievements were evidence of his qualifications in the 
field of literary history… 
 …jako by tyto prokazatelné obchodní úsp�chy byly d�kazem jeho literárn�historické 
kvalifikace... 
 
Although, thanks to Kral, I wasn’t short of money, it was a matter of principle, as usual. 
Peníze mi sice díky Královi nescházely, ale jako obvykle šlo o princip. 
 
… in the hands of the Principal, Mr Nasko�il the approportioning of personal bonuses and 
premiums  is increasingly becoming a tool for settling scores with his opponents,… 
...  rozd�lování osobních odm�n a p�íplatk� se v rukou �editele Nasko�ila stává stále 
�ast�ji nástrojem, s jehož pomocí si vy�izuje spory s oponenty,… 
 
However, the crowning event of the successful celebration was the closing appearance by 
members of the local branch of the Military Vehicle Club in which the Principal himself 
took part in a U.S. Army jeep. 38 
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Skute�ným vrcholem zda�ilé oslavy bylo však záv�re�né vystoupení �len� místní pobo�ky 
Military Car Clubu, kterého se s americký armádním vozem zna�ky Jeep zú�astnil také pan 
�editel Nasko�il. 39 
 
Didn’t you ever have Beata Kralova in Czech class? 
Nem�l jsi n�kdy na �eštinu Beátu Královou? 
 
What sort of pupil was she? 
Jak se u�ila? 
 
She was a top student. 
To byla jedni�ká�ka. 
 
...she is already in fourth year... 
...chodí už do �tvrté t�ídy... 
 
Yes, I also realise that the image of a little nine-year-old girl running to meet her adored 
Daddy with a satchel on her back and plaits swinging is hardly recommendable in terms 
of the writer’s craft,... 39 
Ano, i mn� je jasné, že devítiletá hol�i�ka b�žící – s rozkývanými culí�ky a taškou na 
zádech – v ústrety milovanému tatí�kovi je obraz z hlediska literárního �emesla hodn� 
problematický,... 
 
...it has an indirect bearing on the whole story. 
...že s celým p�íb�hem jakýmsi podivuhodným zp�sobem nep�ímo souvisí. 40 
 
She’s not ashamed of me yet. 
Dosud se za m� nestydí. 
 
It was obvious to me what she was getting at: as a specialist I was naturally aware that the 
parent’s invariable question How was it at school? is a mistake pedagogically and 
psychologically speaking,... 
Bylo jasné, na co naráží: jako odborník jsem pochopiteln� v�d�l, že obligátní rodi�ovská 
otázka Co bylo ve škole? je pedagogickou i psychologickou chybou,... 
 
...but on the other hand I have never made the effort to come up with some variations on 
the question How did you spend the day, which whilst being pedagogically and 
psychologically sound had become rather monotonous by dint of constant repetition. 
...ale na druhé stran� jsem si až dosud nikdy nedal tu práci, abych pedagogicky i 
psychologicky sice správnou, le� neustálým opakováním pon�kud monotónní otázku Jak 
jsi prožila den? rozší�il o n�kolik alespo� zdánliv� odlišných variant.  
 
I’m really interested to hear,... 
Opravdu m� to zajímá... 
 
She gave me a searching look. 
Hled�la na m� zkoumav�. 
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What about Riha – is he still in love with you? 
Co �íha – ješt� po�ád t� miluje? 
 
Is it time for me to get up another petition? 
Kdy zas budu psát n�jakou petici? 
 
It was OK. 
Šlo to. 
 
Did it ever strike you that school holidays have their own special scent? 40 
Napadlo t� n�kdy, že prázdniny mají v�ni? 
 
...you’re really only interested in marks. 
...že doopravdy t� zajímaj jenom známky. 
 
I bought myself a Bravo, is that OK? 
Koupila jsem si Braví�ko – neva? 
 
It’s your pocket money. 
Je to tvoje kapesné. 
 
And that’s something I really can’t stand... 
A tohle mn� práv� strašn� vadí,... 
 
I’m mad about Michael Jackson… 
Jsem blázen do Michaela Jacksona… 
 
…who looks like him… 
…který je mu podobný… 
 
I’m twelve years old. 
Je mi 12 let. 
 
Neither Kral nor his wife was home. 41 
Král ani Králová nebyli doma. 
 
What’s new? 
Co je novýho? 
 
That’s that, then… 
Tak to bychom m�li,… 
 
…only the gloom was noticeably deeper on account of the overcast sky. 
…jen panující šero bylo vzhledem k zatažené obloze o poznání hlubší. 42 
 
It made a slight thud,… 
Mali�ko to zadun�lo,… 
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She’s still alive,… 
Ješt� žije,… 
 
It is very easy to become a writer. 
Státi se spisovatelem je velmi lehko. 
 
I fell silent. 
Odml�el jsem se. 
 
…it must have been the same sort of irrational conviction… 42 
…šlo z�ejm� o podobný druh iracionálního p�esv�d�ení,… 43 
 
…In fact it’s the same thing as writing… 
…vždy� je to vlastn� to samé jako psaní… 
 
…after all it’s still better… 
…je to koneckonc� po�ád lepší,… 
 
He had bags under his eyes. 
M�l pytlíky pod o�ima. 
 
…I said before he had a chance to ask. 
...p�edešel jsem jeho otázku. 
 
I had no intention of being placated, however. 43 
Nemínil jsem se ale nechat ukolébat. 
 
It’s all right.  
To je v po�ádku. 44 
 
A course is quite out of the question – and it’s all right? 
…o kursu nem�že být ani �e�i – a je to v po�ádku? 
 
It doesn’t even have to be true, for God’s sake… 
Vždy� to hergot nemusí být pravda… 
 
That was news to me. 44 
To byla pro m� novinka. 
 
After all, you’re the expert when all’s said and done. 
Koneckonc� – vy jste odborník. 
 
…you’re a writer… 
…jste spisovatel… 
 
…you’re the winner of my secret competition! 
…ale jste vít�z mýho tajného konkursu! 
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A teacher is a profession,… 
U�itel, to je povolání… 45 
 
A woman teacher is a diagnosis. 
U�itelka, to je diagnóza. 
 
It was his turn to lean forward. 
Nyní se ke mn� p�edklonil on. 
 
He had something on his mind. 
O �emsi p�emýšlel. 
 
To stop her being unhappy, that’s all. 
Aby prost� nebyla neš�astná.  
 
With the best will in the world I am incapable of describing in a convincing and 
unsentimental way the enormous weight of paternal love that was borne by that sentence. 
45 
P�i nejlepší v�li nedokážu p�esv�d�iv�, nesentimentáln� popsat ten balvan otcovské lásky, 
který zavalil jeho v�tu. 
 
…that’s hardly something you can teach. 
…copak to jde vyu�ovat? 
 
You’re not unhappy, are you? 
…jste neš�astný? 
 
I’m married already. 46  
Ženu už mám. 46 
 
In an attempt to get away from there as soon as possible, I simply nodded to them briefly 
and quietly gave the order to depart… 
Ve snaze být odtud co nejd�ív pry� jsem jim pouze krátce kývl a zavelel k odchodu… 
 
Whenever I was in public I had certain difficulties in finding my teacher’s voice,… 
Na ve�ejnosti jsem sv�j u�itelský hlas pokaždé hledal s jistými obtížemi,… 
 
An elderly coule walking by at that very moment immediately stopped to get a look at a 
unique specimen of Czech male teacher in action. 47 
Starší manželé procházející práv� kolem se okamžit� zastavili, aby na vlastní o�i spat�ili 
ojedin�lý exemplá� �eského u�itele, nádavkem dokonce v akci. 47 
 
Their obvious delight was not entirely unlike the often seen elation of visitors to a zoo… 
Jejich zjevná radost nebyla tak úpln� nepodobná známému št�stí návšt�vník� zoologické 
zahrady,… 
 
Hanka and Kamila shuffled to become the first, distressingly isolated pair. 
Hanka s Kamilou se loudav� p�išouraly, aby vytvo�ily první, zoufale osamocenou dvojici. 
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Our collegague Chvatalova-Sukova’s annually proclaimed ban on the wearing of jeans or 
any denim accessories to the educational concerts had had a crucial effect on his present 
attire… 
Zákaz nošení džínových kalhot i jakýchkoli jiných džínových dopl�k� na výchovné 
koncerty, vyhlašovaný každoro�n� kolegyní Chvátalovou-Sukovou, poznamenal jeho 
nyn�jší oble�ení dosti zásadním zp�sobem… 
 
…the requisite trousers, most likely his father’s, were really too big for him,… 
…požadované tmavé kalhoty, s nejv�tší pravd�podobností otcovy, mu byly opravdu hodn� 
velké,… 
 
…where I made a brief appeal… 
…kde jsem pronesl krátký apelativní projev,... 
 
No doubt it was such musings as those… 48 
Bezpochyby pod vlivem práv� takovýchto p�edstav… 48 
 
This was too difficult. 
To bylo p�íliš t�žké. 
 
But sudden howl from her microphone had greater effect on the audience than Mozart’s 
commendable diligence. 49 
V�tší ohlas než Mozartova obdivuhodná píle m�lo ovšem pronikavé zapískání jejího 
mikrofonu. 49 
 
The presenter gave a slight nod. 
Pr�vodkyn� nepatrn� p�ikývla. 
 
…I was ready to consider it a legitimate gesture of protest against The Marriage of Figaro. 
…jsem to byl ochoten považovat za zcela legitimní gesto protestu proti Figarov� svatb�. 
 
Melodically speaking, it is warm, lyrical music full of unaffected joy, good humour and 
composure,… 
Je to hudba melodicky v�elá, zp�vná, hudba plná nelí�ené radosti, pohody a duševní 
rovnováhy,… 50 
 
…but the very next musical illustration had an unexpected inspirational effect on him… 
50 
…ale hned p�íští ukázka na n�j m�la ne�ekan� inspirující ú�inek… 
 
…Irenka yelled and bent forward to make a dash for the perpetrator. 
…zaje�ela Irenka a v charakteristickém p�edklonu se vrhla sm�rem k narušiteli. 
 
…I nonethless shot her a look conveying a colleague’s sincere understanding. 
…v�noval jsem jí nicmén� pohled plný up�ímné kolegiální ú�asti. 
 
I started to have my doubts. 
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Zmocnily se mne trochu pochybnosti. 
 
Part of the Windows program manager that I am using to write this book is a command 
called Auto-Arrange. 
Sou�ástí programového systému Windows, ve kterém tuto knihu píšu, je krom� jiného také 
p�íkaz automatické uspo�ádání… 
 
…could it be that I am doing the same thing… 
…ned�lám náhodou totéž…  
 
…he was less than convicted, to judge from his expression… 
…netvá�il se zcela p�esv�d�en�… 51 
 
That’s not the problem – it’s a great story,… 
Což o to, story je to jak hrom,… 
 
It’s just that, is it feasible to write about suicide? 
Jenomže: jde to v�bec – psát o sebevražd�? 
 
…his movements would be similarly torpid… 51 
…jeho pohyby byly podobn� malátné… 
 

Ivan Klíma - Hry 
 
Do you know who I am? 31 
Nevím, jestli m� poznáváte? 12 
 
Yes, of course, you’re Kamil. 
Ale ovšem, Kamile. 
 
I never understood why I was the „Rhino“,... 
Jen jsem nikdy nepochopil, pro� práv�: hroch. 
 
I’m delighted you still remember me. 
Pot�šilo m�, že jste si na m� vzpomn�li. 
 
I’ve never really been good at games. 
Nem�l jsem nikdy p�ílišné pochopení pro hry. 
 
...I’m just glad you’ve come. 
Jsem ráda, že jste p�išel. 
 
There are such wonderful, inspiring ideas in it. 
Jsou v ní tak krásné a povzbudivé myšlenky. 
 
Filip – my husband – was as enthusiastic as I was. 
Filip – m�j muž – byl taky nadšený. 
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...it’s a lot of work for him. 

...má s tím tolik práce. 
 
...once someone’s in prison, then it’s already too late. 
...že když už jsou lidi ve v�zení, je stejn� pozd�. 
 
...it’s not as though they’re bad from birth. 
...vždy� p�ece nejsou od p�írody zlí. 
 
Although there have to be two to make a conversation... 
I když ke každému rozhovoru musí být dva. 
 
Peter won’t be here today? 32 
Petr tu dnes nebude? 
 
Oh yes, my brother is sure to be here. 
Ne, bratr ur�it� p�ijde. 
 
He only knows that it may be Mr A,... 
Ví pouze, že to m�že být pan A,... 13 
 
The question is: can the servant be sure that he is able to satisfy the expected guest? 
Otázka zní: m�že si být sluha jist, že dokáže uspokojit o�ekávaného hosta? 
 
I’m sorry, I’m just a bit nervous. 
Promi	te, jsem trochu nervózní. 
 
But it struck me it would be fun to get people together for once... 
Ale napadlo mi, že by bylo p�kné, kdyby se jednou lidé sešli,... 
 
You know, forget we’re grown up... 
Víte, zapomenout, že jsme už velcí... 
 
It’s a splendid idea, Irena. 
Ur�it� to je vynikající nápad, Ireno. 
 
Cooking is my hobby nowadays. 
Va�ení je totiž v poslední dob� m�j koní�ek. 
 
One has to be independent in something as essential as the preparation of food. 
	lov�k má být nezávislý v n��em tak esenciálním, jako je p�íprava jídla. 
 
I don’t deny it was difficult to start with. 
Nezapírám, že jsem m�l zpo�átku obtíže. 
 
You know, salad for me is something like a symbol. 
Víte, salát, to je pro m� n�co jako symbol. 
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Don’t you think that’s really humiliating and undignified? 33 
Nep�ipadá vám to prost� ponižující a ned�stojné? 
 
That is cooked macaroni. 
Jsou jím va�ené makaróny. 14 
 
These are green peppers, sweet capsicums, garlic and spring onions. 
Budou to paprikové lusky, kapie, �esnek a cibulka. 
 
I’m not very good at explaining recipes. 
Neumím totiž vykládat recepty. 
 
And what are the measures? 
A jaké jsou pom�ry? 
 
The problem is, I always decide on the measures according to the mood I’m in. 
Problém tkví v tom, že já všechny pom�ry ur�uju podle okamžité nálady. 
 
That’s the part of it I enjoy most. 
Ta možnost m� práv� na celém procesu nejvíce t�ší. 
 
When I was young I had the opposite idea,... 
V mládí jsem se naopak domníval,... 
 
When we were girls we used to play a game we called Little Cooks. 
My jako holky hrávaly takovou hru, �íkaly jsme jí Na kucha�inky. 
 
And there’ll be people here any moment. 
A za chvíli tu budou hosti. 
 
Filip’s never been interested in cooking. 
Filip se nikdy nezajímá o va�ení. 
 
Don’t be cross, maybe it is obvious, but... 34 
Nezlobte se, asi vám �íkám samoz�ejmosti, ale... 
 
But I’m not at all cross. 
Ne, v�bec ne. 
 
Your introduction concerning the marrow was perfectly appropriate. 
Váš úvod o dýni je zcela namíst�. 
 
That’s thanks to you as well. 
To je jist� i tvojí zásluhou. 15 
 
That was ages ago. 
To už je dávno. 
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I was still a romantic in those days. 
Tehdy jsem byl ješt� romantik. 
 
And this is Eva! 
Tak to je Eva! 
 
And this is – Jeník Bauer. 
A tady – Jeník Bauer. 
 
I’m not too sure. 
Nejsem si jist. 
 
Would it have been at the Faculty? 
Že by z fakulty? 
 
But that would have to be at least three years ago. 
Ovšem to by muselo být nejmén� p�ed t�emi lety. 
 
I don’t do any more lecturing! 
Už nep�ednáším! 
 
I am afraid not. 
Ne, bohužel. 
 
I just had the feeling I’d seen you play the drums somewhere. 
P�ipadlo mi, jako bych vás vid�la n�kde bubnovat. 
 
Quite nice, though I’m no expert on modern art. 
Docela p�kný, i když já nejsem odborník na modernu. 
 
Be careful, it’s loaded! 
Pozor, je nabitý! 
 
...but that’s what my brother wants. 
...ale bratr si to p�eje. 
 
He’s a bit of an eccentric. 
Je trochu podivín. 
 
...but it’s exciting to be led into temptation all the time. 
...ale krásné je, že nás neustále uvád�jí v pokušení. 
 
…it’s worth quite a bit nowadays. 
…to už má dneska slušnou cenu. 
 
He’s frightfully busy, aren’t you, pet? 35 
Pupek je strašn� zam�stnanej. 
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…it’s a bridge, not a tunnel. 
…že je to most, a ne tunel. 
 
There’s not much of a difference. 
To p�ece není takový rozdíl. 
 
You know that in our vicinity there are more than a hundred thousand villas and weekend 
cottages… 
Víte, že v našem okolí se nachází víc než sto tisíc vilek a chat,… 
 
And that’s at a time when we’re talking about a housing crisis! 
A to prosím v dob�, kdy m�žeme mluvit o bytové kalamit�. 
 
The transport system is hopelessly inadequate. 
Naprosto nevyhovující komunikace.  
 
People would’t be able to get to work. 
Lidi by se prost� nedostali do práce. 16 
 
The average time for getting to work would be seventy-eight minutes. 
Pr�m�rná doba na cestu do práce by �inila sedmdesát osm minut. 
 
Those are the hard realities. 
To jsou smutná fakta. 
 
He always was a man of action. 
Byl vždycky tak neoby�ejn� �inorodý. 
 
That’s all in the past. 
Ó, to už dávno neplatí. 
 
One cannot remain indiferent to this situation. 
K tomu p�ece �lov�k nem�že z�stat lhostejný. 
 
That’s my nature. 
Mám už takovou povahu. 
 
…if it were slightly more blue… 
…kdyby m�l v sob� trochu víc modrý… 
 
…one would say it’s a Chagall. 
…�ek bych, že je od mistra Chagalla. 
 
Mr Chagall, I’m no expert on modern art… 
Mist�e, nejsem sice odborníkem na modernu… 
 
…it’s yours, if you can find me something like this. 
…M�že být váš, když mi opat�íte n�co takovýho. 
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…it was no joke. 36 
…nebyla to žádná sranda. 
 
What’s more, I was only on a fourteen-day tourist visa. 
Ješt� k tomu jsem m�l jen turistický vízum na �trnáct dní.  
 
…hell - it’s on the tip of my tongue,… 
…no, mám ho na jazyku,… 
 
…Gnädige Gräfin, take a look at your beams,… 
…Gnädige Gräfin, podívejte na ty vaše krovy,… 
 
…there’s mould in the antlers and dry rot in the walls. 
…parohy vám chytá der Schimmel a zdi houba. 
 
She said her solicitor would be in touch. 
�ekla, že mi dá v�d�t její advokát. 
 
Why, when I was in the labour camp in the fifties… 
Když jsem v padesátým sed�l v lágru,… 
 
How interesting it must be to sit next to you at dinner. 
S vámi stejn� musí být zajímavé posed�t u jídla. 17 
 
And he wasn’t anything but a radio ham. 
A p�itom neud�lal nic víc, než že byl radioamatér. 
 
I’m sorry we’re a bit late. 
Odpus�te, že jsme trochu opožd�ni. 
 
He’s a sportsman. 
Je sportovec. 
 
Uncle Filip’s not really into sport. 37 
Strý�ek se moc nevyzná ve sportu. 
 
But I’m sure that nowadays it’s the only field where a bloke can achieve something… 
Ale já tvrdím, že to je dneska jediný pole pro chlapa, kde m�že podat n�jaký výkon… 
 
Last time was that hit of yours about Christopher Columbus, that was great. 
Posledn�, když jste zpívala ten hit o Kolumbovi, to byla klasa. Pr�b�žnost podm�t� 
 
So we can be on first name terms. 
Snad si m�žeme tykat. 
 
It’s an honour for me. 
To se cítím poct�nej. 
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I’ve been a great admirer of yours for a long time. 
Já tv�j zp�v obdivuju už d�sn� dlouho. 
 
…what a drudge it would turn out to be. 
…co to bude za d�inu. 18 
 
That’s just envy. 
To je jen závist. 
 
It’s the same with us sportsmen, people spread malicious gossip around… 
O nás, co d�láme sport, se taky úmysln� ší�í,… 
 
Since then he’s not been able to bear any killing, even animals. 
A od té doby nesnáší zabíjení. Dokonce ani zví�at! 
 
That’s enough. 
Nech toho. 
 
There’s no connection, you know that. 
Víš, že tady není žádná souvislost. 
 
Animals are innocent and helpless – just like children. Verbless clause 
Zví�ata jsou nevinná a bezbranná – v tom se podobají d�tem. 
 
She doesn’t realise that at every moment games only reveal what we are and not what we 
were in childhood. 38 
Nechápe, ž hry ukáží v každém okamžiku jen obraz nás samých a nikoliv obraz našeho 
d�tství. 
 
Isn’t it worth mentioning that… 
Nestojí za zmínku, že… 
 
…which is twice the length of the centre span of the bridge in Rio de Niteroi? 
…což je dvakrát tolik než dálka st�edního oblouku mostu Ria do Niteroi? 
 
Isn’t it all splendid evidence that… 
Nejsou to nádherná sv�dectví, že… 
 
I’m not sure. 
Nevím. 
 
…but it’s one we used to play as girls,… 
…jenže my tu hru hrály jako holky,… 
 
Look, there are ten dishes of salad on the table. 
Tady t�ch deset misek salátu! 
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…with blindfolds it’s difficult to guess,… 
…ty o�i se zavazujou, aby se ztížilo hádání,… 19 
 
It’s a splendid game,… 
To je skv�lá hra,… 
 
Who’ll go first? 
Jestli bych tedy mohla, kdo by první?  
 
It’s inhuman. 
Je to surové. 
 
Kohn is puzzled… 39 
Kohn se diví… 
 
I’m sorry if I’m boring you, Proffessor. 
Promi	te, pane profesore, jestli jsem unavil. 
 
…it’s an excellent anecdote! 
Je to báje�ná anekdota,… 
 
Or is that all? 
Anebo to už dál není? 
 
That’s the trouble with anecdotes. 
To je nevýhoda anekdot. 
 
On the other hand, the thing about the universe is that it does go on. 
V tom je naopak výhoda vesmíru – ten jde po�ád dál. 
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Appendix 4 - Characteristics of the literary works 
 

 

 Lodge, D.: Paradise News. London: Secker and Warburg 1991  

Novel; set in Hawaii in the 1960s. Topics: Roman Catholicism and human 

relations. Witty style full of irony. 

Excerpts taken from the part of Chapter 6.  

Pages 92-102: “St Joseph’s hospital was….  ….That‘s too bad.” 

  

 

Translation 

Trávní�kovi, L. and L.: Zprávy z ráje. Praha: Ikar 1996 

Pages 84-94: „Nemocnice St Joseph…  …To je hrozné.” 

 

 

 Stoppard, T.: Arcadia. London: Faber and Faber 1993 

Play of two acts; set in Britain, two temporal locations, one Victorian, the other in 

presence (1989). Topics: scholarity, knowledge, order and disorder.  

Witty, ironic style, sometimes obsolete and formal language. 

Excerpts taken from Act One, Scene One. 

Pages 1-12: “Septimus, what is carnal embrace… … are green and 

gentle.” 

 

Translation 

Ko�án, J.: Arkádie. Praha: Divadelní ústav 1997 

Pages 99-109:  „Co je to…   …se jemn� vzdouvají.” 

 

 

 Viewegh, M. : Výchova dívek v �echách. Praha: 	eský spisovatel 1992 

Novel; set in Prague in the 1990s. Topics: human and family relations, education. 

Witty and ironic style, use of colloquial language. 
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Excerpts taken from Chapter 3 and a part of Chapter 4. 

Pages 35-51: „Ješt� toho ve�era jsem… …ihned dostalo starostlivé 

pé�e.“ 

 

Translation 

Brain, A.G.: Bringing up Girls in Bohemia. London: Readers International 1997 

Pages 34-51: “That very evening I tried…  …receive immediate 

care and attention.“ 

 

 

 Klíma, I.: Hry. Praha: Dilia 1991 

Play of five acts; set in Prague in 1973. Topics: human relations, politics.  

Absurd and ironic. Colloquial as well as formal language. 

Excerpts taken from Act One, Scene One. 

Pages 12-19: „Dobrý ve�er…  …ten jde po�ád dál.“ 

 

Translation 

Day, B.: Games. London: Nick Hern Books 1994 

Pages 31-39: „Good evening…  …that it does go on.“ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




